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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a collection of results associated with pattern formation, and consists of 

several novel results. A multi-scale analysis is carried out near the lasing bifurcation 

on equations which model the free carrier semiconductor laser. This analysis produces 

an amplitude equation which resembles the Swift-Hohenberg equation derived for the 

simpler two level laser, but with extra terms arising from the more complicated semi

conductor system. New results are also presented in the analysis of phase equations 

for patterns, showing that defects are weak solutions of the phase diffusion equation, 

and that the Gaussian curvature of the phase surface condenses onto point and line 

defects. This latter fact allows for considerable simplification of the phase diffusion 

equation, and this analysis is presented as well. Finally, and most importantly, an 

algorithm is presented, based on the continuous wavelet transform, for the extraction 

of local phase and amplitude information from roll patterns. This algorithm allows a 

precise detection of phase grain boundaries and point defects, as well as the compu

tation of soft modes like the mean flow. Several tests are conducted on numerically 

generated signals to demonstrate the applicability and precision of the algorithm. The 

algorithm is then applied to actual experimental convection patterns, and conclusions 

about the nature of the wave director field in such patterns are presented. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Patterns in General 

Natural patterns are widely observed in diverse physical systems. They show up as 

ripples in the sand washed by the tide, or blown by a dry desert wind. One sees 

them on the tips of one's fingers as fingerprints, as well as in the stripes of a tiger 

or zebra and the spots of a leopard [l]. Patterns occur in galaxies and stars, in 

the atmosphere and in the oceans, in geologicai formations and plant morphology. 

They turn up in the laboratory as well, in experiments designed to measure the heat 

transfer of convecting fluids, the strengths of thin shells, the behavior of wide aperture 

("fat") lasers, or the nature of flame fronts. This thesis will concern itself primarily 

with the reasons for the appearance of such similar structures in physically diverse 

systems, and with the attempts to integrate the spectrum of pattern behavior into 

a mathematical framework which mil display the underlying mechanisms behind the 

spontaneous formation of patterns. 

The notion of pattern formation does not attach itself exclusively to any particular 

area of science. Rather it cuts across disciplines; the patterns seen in convecting fluids 

have much in common with those seen in lasers, on buckling shells, in interacting 

chemicals, etc. The central theme in the study of patterns, therefore, is to understand 

the rules determining the large scale behavior of patterns which may arise from a 

broad class of physical systems. The fact that virtually the same patterns occur in 

widely diflferent physical contexts suggests that one should look for their common 

symmetries, for general principles that underlie their formation, and for descriptions 

which emphasize their macroscopic structure. Connected with this task is a means of 

finding a map between the data provided from experimental and computed patterns, 
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and those macroscopic order parameters which arise naturally from the theoretical 

approaches. There is just such a tool available. It is called the continuous wavelet 

transform. [16], [49], [48], [55]. 

One of the aims of this thesis is to convey precisely the message that patterns 

and their defects are macroscopic objects with universal behaviors. Open any journal 

these days in physics, chemistry, biology, ecology, or one which caters to the math

ematical sciences, and you'll find several articles on pattern formation. One of the 

reasons for this interest is a curiosity as to why complicated systems organize them

selves into ordered structures. Another is that more powerful methods (experimental, 

computational and analytical) are becoming available to help us understand pattern 

behavior. There is also the possibility of technological payoffs from understanding 

patterns. Can they be used to store information in an efficient way? Can we learn to 

control the instabilities in the patterns, so as to construct more powerful laser arrays, 

or to maximize heat transport in fluids? Perhaps the purest reason of all to study 

patterns, however, is also the simplest. Like all beautiful things, they are an interplay 

of order and disorder, they are mysterious and intriguing, and full of open challenges 

for the fertile imagination to explore. 

1.1.1 Observation and Classification 

Before launching into the mathematical description of patterns, it is reasonable to 

consider some examples of the kinds of patterns which occur both in nature and in 

the laboratory. They fall into several classes. Perhaps the simplest class of patterns is 

the roll pattern, which consists of stripes or rolls of a particular orientation (see Fig. 

1.1). Such patterns show up, for example, in sand ripples, and zebra stripes. These 

patterns consist of nearly uniform rolls or stripes which point in roughly the same 

direction everywhere, and have a preferred wavelength. In most situations, there is 

nonuniformity in the pattern, usually as a result of some slowly varying parameter in 
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the physical system (for example wind strength, or the shape of the animal). As a 

consequence of this nonuniformity, point defects called dislocations are formed (where 

two wave crests merge into one). Defects wiU play an important part of the story of 

patterns, and they too exhibit certain universal features. Several types of defects are 

recorded in Fig. 1.2. 

FIGURE 1.1. Sand waves on the Arizona desert. 

The second class of patterns also consists of stripes or rolls, but unlike the patterns 

in the paragraph above, the orientation of the rolls is arbitrary. These patterns 

typically show up in fluid convection as shown in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3, and are often 

called labyrinthic patterns, for obvious reasons. Consider a thin cell filled with some 

sort of fluid. In the convection experiment, this fluid is heated from below, and begins 

to convect with the hot fluid rising to the top of the cell. In these experiments, the 

motion of the fluid takes the form of a rolling cylinder, with hot fluid rising on one side 

while cooler fluid descends on the other (see Fig. 1.4). The bright and dark lines are 

the loci of minimum and maximum temperature, respectively. They are produced by 

shining light through the convecting layer of fluid. The refractive index of the warmer, 

rising fluid is lower than that of the colder, descending fluid, and consequently the 
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light focuses on the contours where the temperature is lowest, creating the visual 

contrast. The local planforms in these patterns are again stripes (or rolls), but the 

directional preference has been removed, and the choice of local direction is made by 

a local bias. Consequently, the pattern consists of a mosaic of striped patches with 

similar wavelengths, but unrelated directions. Inside an individual patch both the 

wavelength and the direction of the rolls are nearly constant. Neighboring patches 

are mediated by line defects called phase and amplitude grain boundaries (PGBs and 

AGBs respectively) which themselves meet at point defects. At PGBs the rolls bend 

sharply, but no new rolls are formed, while AGBs look like chains of dislocations. 

FIGURE 1.3. Rayleigh-Benard convection at high Prandtl number. (Surko, private 
communication) 

Mathematically, it is convenient to think of a patch of rolls as a 27r periodic 

function. 

/  ( ^  =  J  k - d x ; A ^  ,  (1.1) 
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Roll Planform 

Hexagonal Planform 

FIGURE 1.4. Schematic diagram of Rayleigh-Benard convection, showing (a) rolls 
and (b) hexagons, (with downward fluid motion at the hexagon center). 

of a phase 9 whose local gradient V0 = k gives the local direction normal to the 

roll axes and the local wavelength A = 27r/fc, where A: = jkj ^ The parameter A 

measures the local amplitude of the pattern. Notice that in all the examples A and 

k change much more slowly than the microscopic field / everywhere in the pattern 

except at line and point defects. PGBs are places where the phase is continuous, but 

the pattern wavevector changes abruptly, while AGBs are discontinuities in the phase 

of the pattern, and zeroes of the amplitude. PGBs meet and terminate at several 

types of point defects, the most important being concave and convex disclinations, 

which will be denoted as V and X respectively (V for concaVe, X for conveX). These 

objects are very important, and examples of them are shown in Fig. 1.2. 

A third class of patterns, again comes from experiments with fluid convection, 

but at different parameter values at which the rolls begin to curve. The dominant 

planforms are now targets and spirals. One striking difference between these patterns 

is important to note that 6 is only a well defined function locally, and in generally can't be 
defined globally. This point will be addressed in more detail in section 1.4. 

jL 
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and roll patterns is the absence of PGBs, and disclinations. In general, sharp comers 

seem to have been replaced by rounder ones, although again a particular wavelength 

is dominant. One reason for this is the presence of what is known as a soft mode 

in the system. Soft modes like this are not only present in fluid systems. They are 

ubiquitous and arise as a consequence of some overall symmetries rather than the 

system details. Many features of this class of patterns are still not understood; the 

emergence of targets, the transitions to spirals, the coexistence of hexagonal and roll 

(in target form) planforms. 

The fourth class of patterns leaves the realm of rolls and a different planform, 

the hexagon, become dominant. Indeed, in extended, two dimensional patterns with 

rotational symmetry, and near the initial onset of the pattern, hexagons are the 

generic planform [2]. Only the presence of another symmetry inhibits them. The 

hexagon is (approximately) a superposition of three roll configurations. If one of 

these roll fields contains a dislocation, it is manifested in the hexagonal pattern as a 

penta-hepta defect. One can also observe patterns consisting of the superposition of 

two roll patterns to generate squares and rhombi. 

Finally, Fig. 1.5, shows an example, taken from an experiment on Faraday waves, 

of an exotic cocktail of pattern structures, far richer than rolls, hexagons or squares. 

In this case, the planform is the superposition of 6 roll patterns, equally spaced 

around the circle (compared to the 3 roll modes present in the hexagonal planforms), 

resulting in a planform of 12 sided polygons. Since 12 sided polygons can't tile the 

plane, they are each surrounded by 12 pentagons to fill space. 

1.2 Why do Patterns Appear 

For the most part, the patterns talked about in this thesis arise in physical systems 

which are dissipative, spatially extended and driven far from equilibrium by some 

external stress parameter [8]. Spatially extended means that the spatial size of the 
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FIGURE 1.5. Quasi-crystal pattern from the vertical oscillation of a container filled 
with fluid (the Faraday experiment) with two simultaneous forcing frequencies [3]. 

system in at least one direction, /, is much larger than the pattern wavelength A. The 

ratio of 1/e = //A is called the aspect ratio. The dissipative nature of the system 

means that for small values of the external stress parameter, a spatially and tempo

rally uniform state of the system is (usually) stable. However, as the stress is increased 

past some critical value, the uniform state can become unstable to perturbations of 

a certain wavelength, which reflects some preferred length scale in the microscopic 

system. Generally speaking, this instability allows the system to change in response 

to the stress, while overcoming dissipation. At this criticzil value of the stress param

eter, the state of the system changes abruptly and qualitatively (a phase transition). 

Certain shapes and configurations are preferentially amplified and grow to new equi

librium values. This leads to the appearance of self-organization and order, resulting 

in a pattern. At these phase transitions, or bifurcations, some, although not all, of 

the symmetries of the original state are destroyed, and the system is attracted to a 

new solution, such as for example, the roll pattern in Fig. 1.2. If the stress continues 
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to increase, this new solution can itself become unstable, leading to more symmetry 

breaking and more complicated states, which can be time dependent, chaotic, and 

eventually quite turbulent [4|. 

The granddaddy of all pattern forming systems is convection in a thin, horizontal 

layer of fluid, and is often associated with the names Rayleigh and Benard [5, 6]. 

It is a very rich system, and provides a useful paradigm for pattern formation in 

genered. In addition it is an easy system to visualize, and most of the intuition and 

knowledge that is needed to understand what's going on involves high school physics 

and undergraduate mathematics. Consider a thin horizontal layer of fluid between 

two plates, extended for a long distance transversely, as shown in Fig. 1.4. Heat this 

system from below by setting the bottom plate to a temperature hotter than 

the top. The hot fluid at the bottom of the cell, now less dense because of thermal 

expansion, becomes buoyant and wants to move upwards. If AT is small enough, the 

fluid viscosity will counteract this upward force, and the heat will simply conduct 

through the fluid from bottom to top. But if AT is raised above some critical value, 

this mode of heat transport won't be efficient enough to handle the increased load. 

The viscosity will no longer counteract the buoyancy, and the hot fluid will rise to 

the top. The hot fluid cannot rise everywhere uniformly, since the cold fluid must 

move down somewhere! Thus the initiation of convection breaks the translational 

symmetry of the pattern in the horizontal direction. This symmetry breaking is 

shown in Fig 1.4, in the guise of both convection rolls and hexagons. In the former 

the fluid flows in circles on a horizontal cylinder, whose width is approximately equal 

to the wavelength of the roll pattern, with the hot fluid rising on one side of the 

cylinder, cooling at the top plate and then falling back to the bottom again. It's 

easy to see that this cylinder will have a preferred width, which in turn leads to a 

preferred wavelength in the pattern. If the rolls are too fat, the viscous dissipation 

on the top and bottom plates is excessive; if the rolls are too thin, the rising and 

falling fluids are in close contact with each other, and "dissipation" comes from both 

I 
JL 
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thermal conductivity effects (there is heat transfer between the rising, hot and the 

descending, cold parcels of fluid reducing the buoyancy of the former), as well as 

viscous stress between the rising and falling fluid. The optimal cylinder width gives 

rise to a pattern with wavelength A of the order of d, the container thickness. 

In hexagonal configurations, the warm parcels can rise (or descend) like plumes 

along the core of an apple, and then descend (or rise) along the apple's surface. The 

motion in the atmosphere that leads to the formation of cumulus clouds is a good 

example of this type of convection. Observe that there is a fundamentai difference 

between the roll and hexagon states. In the former, there is no preferred up/down 

direction, and an upflow can be turned into a downflow by a translation of A/2. On 

the other hand, with the hexagons there is no translation which will take flows which 

move up in the center of the hexagon to the same flow with up and down exchanged. 

Because of this, rolls ^vill dominate if the problem has a strong symmetry about the 

horizontal mid plane. 

1.3 Mathematical Analysis near Onset 

Consider the convection problem again, this time from a more mathematical stand

point [8]. Consider, as a model for pattern formation, the "Swift Hohenberg" [7] 

equation, 

+  l ) ^  w  -  R w  =  (1.2) 

where w represents the vertical fluid velocity. This is perhaps the simplest non-

trivial model imaginable for the fluid convection problem. It is obtained by applying 

some fairly brutal approximations to the real fluid equations, but nevertheless it 

contains some of the same symmetries and its solutions exhibit the same qualitative 

features found in real fluids. It is an excellent toy model on which to develop insight 

and intuition. The u; = 0 solution corresponds to the conduction solution in the 
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fluid convection problem. The first goal of analysis is to find the critical value Rc 

of the stress pajameter R at which the conduction solution loses its stability, and 

identify the set of shapes which play an important role when R — R^ is positive and 

small. This is accomplished through linear stability analysis. Linearize the equations 

around lu = 0 by letting w = 0 Sw and ignoring quadratic and higher powers of 

6w. Now write Sw in terms of its Fourier series, Sw = w{t) exp (zk • x), and obtain 

w{t) = w{Q) exp ia{R, k)t), with a = R — {k"^ — 1)^. 

To find the value of R where the uniform solution first loses its stability, look for 

the minimum value of R (with respect to k) on the neutral stability curve cr = 0 (see 

Fig. 1.6). This happens for R = Rc = 0^ and k = kc = I At R = 0, all modes 

gjk-x ^ _ |j^j _ Qj, linear combination thereof, lose stability and become 

candidates to replace the conduction solution w = 0. When R increases to a value 

above zero, nonlinear terms (in Eq. 1.2, the term) come into play and various 

configurations consisting of linear combinations. 

a) b) 

R 

|k| Excited-
Modes 

1/2 

FIGURE 1.6. Linear stability analysis for Swift-Hohenberg equation: a) shows the 
neutral stability curve (<7 = 0), while b) displays the excited modes in two dimensions. 
The box shows the modes around k = (1,0) which are accounted for in Eq. 6. 
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u;(x, t )  = Ef { A j { t )  exp (ikj • x) + (*)), (1.3) 

(where (*) denotes complex conjugate, so that w is real), compete for dominance. The 

winning configuration is the planform that is observed. Sometimes there can be more 

than one winning configuration, in which case the initial conditions determine which 

s t a t e  i s  r e a l i z e d .  C o n f i g u r a t i o n s  w i t h  =  1  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  r o l l s ;  t h o s e  w i t h  N  =  3  

amd ki, ka, and ka 120° apart in direction correspond to hexagons. This competition 

will be discussed in more detail after taking a closer look at the degeneracies and near 

degeneracies of the linear stability problem. 

Degeneracy in this context refers to the fact that there is not one unique mode 

excited as i? —> Re- There are several sources of degeneracy in this problem. The 

first arises as a consequence of the rotational symmetry enjoyed by the conduction 

solution, and manifests itself in the fact that all modes k with k = 1 have the same 

growth rate. A second source of degeneracy arises from the fact that, for /? > 0, 

the set of excited modes is not a circle at fc = 1, but rather an annulus, with width 

2\/R, around the circle k = 1. All the modes in this annulus will in principle be 

candidates in the competition for dominance once i? > 0. There are often other 

players in the game which also must be considered. They too arise from symmetries, 

and correspond to Fourier modes which are neither excited nor damped for any value 

of R. These modes can thus be generated easily by nonlinear interactions with the 

amplified modes once the pattern begins to emerge. Such modes are generally referred 

to as soft, or Goldstone, modes of the system. In Eq. 1.2 there are no such modes, but 

in the real fluid convection problem the horizontal mean flow is an example of such 

a soft mode when the viscosity is small, and corresponds to the horizontal Galilean 

symmetry of the system in the inviscid limit. Chapter 2 discusses a model for the 

free carrier semiconductor laser, where such a soft mode is present, in detail. 

Life would have been easier (and less interesting) if the linear stability theory had 

i 
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shown that of all the possible configurations of the system S, only a finite number 

of modes were excited, and the rest were strongly damped. Call the set of excited 

modes A for active and the rest of the modes V for passive. The amplitudes of the 

active modes are called the order parameters of the system. When R~Rc is small and 

positive, the amplitudes of all the modes in V rapidly decay. Thus their initial \'alues 

can be ignored, and they can only be regenerated by the nonlinear interactions of 

members of A. But then the amplitudes of the regenerated passive modes are simply 

determined algebraically by the order parameters. This graph of the amplitude of the 

p a s s i v e  m o d e s  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  a m p l i t u d e s  o f  t h e  a c t i v e  m o d e s ,  w r i t t e n  V  =  V { A ) ,  

is called the center manifold M of the system at R. For R — Rc small, an initial point 

in the phase space of the system is attracted quickly to M and, on M, a slow dynamics 

(the time scale is the inverse of the growth rate) involving a competition between the 

order parameters takes place. 

Usually however, because of the degeneracies, there is no clean and unambiguous 

separation of modes into A and V. The continuum of modes qvl k = 1 all grow 

at the same rate, and the modes in the surrounding annulus of width 2\/R exhibit 

a continuous set of growth rates from R to 0. Even the modes outside, but close 

to this annulus, don't decay quickly enough so that one can lump them together 

into v. Indeed, the general problem of how to handle such a situation is still open. 

There simply is no convenient mathematical description for functions whose Fourier 

transform has its support in an annulus around some curve. Generally, the best that 

can be done is to argue (i) that very close to R = 0, the local planform is chosen by 

the competition between a finite number of modes lying on A: = 1 because they grow 

the fastest, and once established, inhibit the rest, and (2) once the local planform is 

selected, the modes in the neighborhood of the active modes only serve to modulate 

this local planform slowly, over long distances. The reader can find the details of this 

analysis in [8, 9, 10, 11]. 
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1.3.1 Slow Modulation of Patterns of Rolls near Onset 

For now suppose the modal analysis allows one to conclude that the system being 

studied supports a pattern with a roll planform. This analysis only settles the question 

of local planform. It teUs one nothing about the nonuniformity of the rolls in Fig. 1.1. 

It says nothing about the slow bending of rolls, nothing about labyrinthic patterns 

of fig 1.2, and nothing about the targets and spirals. Neither would it describe the 

hepta-penta dislocations seen in the hexagonal lattice, nor the change in orientation 

of hexagons from one place to another. 

These spatial variations have their origins in the two degeneracies evident in Figure 

1.6. Because of the rotational degeneracy, there's no global roll orientation. Thus 

it will be local biases, often but not always due to the boundary conditions, which 

determine the local roll orientation. So roll patches with different orientations will 

emerge at different places in the pattern, and need to be connected to each other via 

line and point defects. Furthermore, because of the bandwidth degeneracy, there is a 

certain narrow band of wavelengths which can be tolerated by the system. Thus the 

wavelength of the pattern can change slowly from one place to another. 

How can one describe such behavior analytically? Unfortunately, as mentioned 

above, there is no convenient mathematical description of functions whose support 

is confined to an annular region of a curve in Fourier space. Indeed, this is an open 

problem for which new ideas are needed. Nevertheless, there are some avenues open. 

Consider first the case where the pattern rolls line up primarily in one direction. One 

can then ask for a description that incorporates a finite bandwidth of modes about 

a fixed wavevector, say k = (1,0). (This description will also allow one to look at 

the structure of a single patch of rolls in labyrinthic patterns). Such descriptions 

are possible by approximating the annular region near (1,0) by a rectangle (see Fig. 

1.6) with width equal to and a height of With this consideration, the 

a m p l i t u d e  o f  t h e  p a t t e r n  W { T  =  R t )  b e c o m e s  i n s t e a d  a n  e n v e l o p e ,  a  f u n c t i o n  W { X  =  
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Y = T = Rt) which depends slowly on the space and time coordinates. 

For A'' = 1, and k = (1,0), the Newell-Whitehead-Segel (NWS) equation is the result. 

Equation 1.4, which is universal [10], [8], describes many of the important features 

of patterns. If the rolls are traveling rather than stationary, the coefficients become 

complex, so as to incorporate nonlinear and dispersive wave effects, leading to what 

is known as the class of complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) [10], or complex Swift-

Hohenberg (CSH) equations [14]. Such a description allows one to test the stability 

of sideband solutions 

/l - AK'^ 
W = ^  3  e x p ( i K - X ) .  ( 1 . 5 )  

These solutions of the amplitude equations correspond to roll solutions of the original 

Swift-Hohenberg equation Eq. (1.2) with wavenumber 1 + y/RK. The region of 

existence of these solutions is given by < 1/4, which corresponds to 4(A: — 1)^ < R, 

the parabola which fits the neutral stability curve of Fig. 1.6 at A: = 1. The region 

of stability of these solutions, however, is smaller, and given by 0 < /i' < For 

wavenumbers k which correspond to K > the mode (k, 0) undergoes what is 

known as an Eckhaus instability to reduce its wavenumber. In two dimensions this 

instability is not saturated, and leads to the creation of a pair of dislocations which 

move apart along roll lines, removing a roll from the pattern. 

For patterns with wavenumber A: < 1 (A' < 0) the mode with wavenumber { k ,  0) 

gives up its energy to conjugate modes with wavenumber k± = {k, ±\/l - k^) via a 

nonlinear four mode interaction, 2k = k+ -f- k_. This instability is saturated by a 

zig-zag pattern with alternating patches of wavenumbers k+, and k_ [47]. Equation 

1.4 admits solutions which correspond to the transition between zig and zag regions 

[13]. These solutions correspond to (weakly bent) phase grain boundaries. 



1.4 Analysis far from Onset 

The previous subsection, introduced the concept of the envelope order parameter to 

capture the behavior of patterns which everywhere in space had their wavenumbers 

k close to (1,0). This analysis assumed, however, that R was close to Rc, and the 

amplitude of the new state was smzill. When dealing with patterns far from onset, 

this small parameter is no longer available, and another approach is necessary. To find 

this new approach, go back to the patterns themselves. Look at the patterns shown 

in Figs. 1.3, or Fig. 1.2 and suppose someone were to ask you to suggest one piece 

of information at each point which best describes the pattern macroscopically, i.e. 

a quantity which changes slowly (significant changes occur only over many pattern 

wavelengths) almost everywhere. One natural choice is the pattern wavevector k, the 

gradient of the local phase of the pattern. This vector field is normal to the rolls of the 

pattern everywhere, and has a magnitude proportional to the inverse of the pattern 

wavelength. This wavevector characterizes the pattern, since the microscopic field 

can be reproduced from the wavevector information (modulo an amplitude factor) 

by simply writing it as a periodic function of the phase 9 = fk- dx. Away from 

defects, k changes slowly compared to the pattern wavelength, making it a truly 

macroscopic quantity. So the choice is a good one! The wavevector k is indeed the 

most important macroscopic coordinate, or order parameter of the pattern. In the 

near onset situation, k is simply the unit vector in the x direction plus the imaginary 

part of (W*~''7W). 

The astute reader may note that there is a problem in producing the phase 9  

from k for several reasons. First of all, if the pattern contains dislocations or other 

amplitude defects, the wavevector field k need not be curl free, making the phase 

ill defined. It's easy to see this by simply integrating the wavevector along a closed 

curve around a dislocation. This is not a terribly important difficulty, since the 

object of interest is not the phase of the pattern, but rather a 27r periodic function of 
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that phase, and this periodicity will wash out the multi-valuedness introduced by the 

nongradient part of k. Another, perhaps more fundamental problem in the definition 

of 0 is the fact that k is not actually a vector field at all. There is no way in principle 

to distinguish rolls with wavevector k from rolls with wavevector —k. This may seem 

to be an unimportant detail, but in fact it is of fundamental importance for some 

defects. 

Look at any disclination shown in Fig. 1.2, or at the isolated disclinations which 

have been redrawn alone in Fig. 1.7 a,b. Now pick any closed curve around the center 

of either disclination and continuously follow the wavevector around it. Notice that 

the wavevector changes sign when this curve is circumscribed. Thus these disclina

tions cannot exist as point singularities of ordinary vector fields. To include them in 

this description, one has to consider k as a director field (a vector field without the 

arrowheads). It's perfectly fine to think of k as a proper local vector field, on open, 

simply connected, sets which don't contain any disclinations. Globally, however, it 

has to be thought of as a director field. To make k a proper vectorfield it needs to be 

defined on two covers of the (x, y) plane which are connected with each other in the 

following way: if the number of disclinations is even, then the sheets are connected 

on curves that join the disclinations; if the number of disclinations is odd,then the 

sheets are connected on curves that join an even number of disclinations with the ex

tra point joined to oo. This is very analogous to the definition of as an analytic 

function on the double cover of the complex plane. In fact, all of the defects which 

are observed in patterns have harmonic counterparts. That is, for any defect, there 

is a solution of Laplace's equation which reproduces exactly the defect topologj- (see 

below). 

The director field nature of k, although making global computation of d impossi

ble, is really not that bad. Director fields have topological signatures which can be 

used to locate defects. For example, let's look at the winding of the director field 

around defects. It's already been mentioned that when one follows the director field 
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FIGURE 1.7. Assorted pattern defects: (a) concave disclination, (b) convex disclina-
tion, (c) saddle, (d) target, (e) vortex, and (f) dislocation. 
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continuously axound a disclination, it rotates through an angle of ±7r. In fact, around 

V (a concave disclination) the director twists through an angle of —TT, while around 

an X (convex disclination) it twists by TT. This twist is additive in the sense that 

if there are several defects inside your contour, then the total twist of the director 

field is the sum of the twists of the individual defects. What's more, all point defects 

can be thought of as composites of V and X in close spatial proximity to each other 

[45].^ Fig. 1.7 c-f shows a saddle (W), a target (XX), a vortex (also XX) and a 

dislocation (XXW). Because of the additive nature of twist, these composites have 

twists of —27r, 27r, 2n, and 0 respectively, making their local k into vector fields, and 

therefore they can be thought of as vector field singularities. In this case, one can 

define another topological quantity, the circulation, F = f^k • dx, which is equal 

to the diflference in phase as you integrate around the point defect. For example, 

r(dislocation) = ±27r. 

There are other macroscopic order parameters which are useful in the character

ization of patterns. For instance, in order to reconstruct the microscopic dynamics 

from the wavevector field, one needs to know the local amplitude of the pattern (in 

the near onset case this is simply \ W\). At the onset of a new state, the amplitudes of 

the various modes play an important role in the initial competition for the dominant 

planform, as has already been shown in section 1.3. Fau: from onset, however, when 

the pattern has settled into some sort of equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium state, the 

role of the amplitude is less important because it is slaved (algebraically related) to 

the wavevector almost everywhere. This is analogous to the situation with nonlin

ear oscillators, whose amplitudes and frequencies are algebraically related. At some 

points in the pattern, notably AGBs and dislocations, the amplitude is forced to zero 

[45], a fact compatible and consistent with the 27r circulation of a dislocation. Near 

such points, the amplitude is no longer slaved, and has a dynamics of its own. 

^To be more precise, the harmonic defect solutions can be thought of as composites of the 
harmonic counterparts of V and X. 
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Other macroscopic order parameters may also play a role in the pattern far from 

onset but they tend to be more subtle, and far less visible on the pattern photograph. 

Generally these correspond to the aforementioned soft modes of the pattern. Despite 

the difficulty in detecting these modes in the actual pattern, they play a central 

role in the pattern djmamics. In the context of the fluid problem, the soft mode is 

manifested as a large scale horizontal mean flow which is driven by large scale pattern 

nonuniformities. Although one cannot see this flow in the pattern photograph, one 

can certainly see the effects. As has been noted, the presence of the mean flow serves 

to advect the phase contours so that sharp shapes, like the PGBs in Figs. 1.2 change 

to the more rounded, target-like shapes of Figs. 1.8. Other possible reasons have 

been postulated for curved textures in fluid convection patterns [12], but are beyond 

the scope of this thesis. 

FIGURE 1.8. Target Pattern from Rayleigh-Benard convection at finite Prandtl num
ber [66]. 
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1.4.1 Mathematical Description of Patterns far from Onset 

Far from onset, one does not have the advantage of a small amplitude parameter 

to use in a perturbation expansion. Nevertheless, the observation that the pattern 

consists of large patches of some planfonn (consider the roll case for now) in which the 

local wavevector changes slowly, suggests that it may be possible to exploit another 

small parameter, namely the inverse aspect ratio e = X/l, where A is the pattern 

wavelength, and I is typically either the container diameter, or the average distance 

between defects. Suppose that there exists, in an infinite geometry, exact, 2-k periodic 

solutions. 

to the microscopic equations. These correspond to the rolls that emerged at the first 

instability. It is natural to ask 'Do there exist slowly modulated solutions which can 

be represented as 

where now V Q  = k(X = ex, T = e H )  changes slowly in space and time?'. The 

correction terras iwi, etc. are included in Eq. 1.7 because f{9) is no longer an 

exact solution of Eq. 1.2. The correction term Wi obeys a nonhomogeneous linear 

differential equation obtained by lineaxizing Eq. 1.2 around w = f{9) and having as 

a source the terms coming from the slow temporal and spatial variation of k = V0. 

However, if f{9) is a solution of Eq. 1.2, so is f{0 + 9o), for any constant 9q, since 

this addition of phase simply represents moving the pattern in a direction normal 

to the wavevector. Thus, df/d9 solves the homogeneous equation for wi, which 

demonstrates that the linear operator acting on wi has a nontrivial nullspace, and 

consequently the forcing term must satisfy at least one solvability condition (the 

Fredholm alternative) so that wi exists. One of these solvability conditions relates 

the spatial and temporal derivatives of 9, and is called the phase diffusion equation, 

wq =  f { 9 \  R ,  A )  = ^ A n  cos(n0). (1.6) 

(1.7) 
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while the others, if they exist, come from the presence of soft modes in the system. If 

there are no soft modes, the phase diffusion equation to order e'* reads, (with 0 = ed, 

so that k = Vxd = VxO) 

where r can be thought of as a nearly constant, positive function of k, and 77 is a 

positive constant. For a broad class of problems, B(k) has the roughly cubic profile 

seen in Fig. 1.9, although if the microscopic system is nongradient, then B is not 

analytic at its interior zero. This complication will not be considered here. The 

inclusion of the higher order corrections to regulate Eq. (1.8) is necessary because for 

certain values of fc, V • kB is h5T)erbolic when written as a quasilinear, second order 

operator in spatial derivatives acting on 0, and consequently Eq. 1.8 is ill-posed. 

FIGURE 1.9. Typical form of B(K) for the phase diffusion function, with stability 
boundaries marked. 

To see that V • kB is hyperbolic, set e = 0 in Eq. 1.8 and linearize about the roll 

solution by setting 0 = k • X + 0 to find. 

r(k)— + V • kB(^) + e'TjV'e = 0 (1.8) 

kB(k) 

Zig-Zag> 
Unstable 

Busse Balloon, 
Elliptic Stable 

Eci(tiaus 
Unstable 

k 

T ( k ) ^  +  B l b y Y  + = 0- (1.9) 
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Thus the signs of k B  and { k B )k determine the stability of rolls (subscripts denote 

differentiation). For narrow rolls with wavelengths shorter than 2-KfkE, (see Fig. 1.9) 

{kB)k is positive and the rolls are unstable to perturbations in the direction of their 

wavevector. This instability corresponds to the aforementioned Eckhaus instability. 

For rolls which are fatter than 2-kjks, kB is positive and the rolls are unstable to 

the zig-zag instability, which results as an interaction between the modes (fc, 0), and 

[ k ,  ±v/fcg — A:^). This instability is saturated by the presence of the regularization 

and nonlinear terms and leads to the phase grain boundary solution, 

0 = keX sin(Q) + In (2 cosh (A:By'cos(Q:))) (1-10) 

with bend aagle 2Q: (a = 7r/2 corresponds to straight rolls). The region ks < k < ks 

for which V • ]s.B is elliptic negative is called the Busse balloon [15] and corresponds 

to a band in which straight rolls with wavelength 27r/fc are linearly stable. 

Observe now that, if T { k )  is constant Eq. 1.8 can be written as a gradient flow 

^ - JJL 
d T ~  S G  

(1.11) 

with free energy 

F(©) = J +  ̂ G ^ { k ) d X d Y  (1.12) 

G ^ i k )  =  —  /  B { k ) d k \  
n Jk% 

(1.13) 

with two contributions. The first is the cost of roll bending, while the second is 

the cost of the wavenumber being different from the optimal fcg. An infinite field of 

rolls with k = ke oi course minimizes F, but because of the constraints, boundary 

conditions, etc. this is not generally viable. Instead, expect the minimizing solutions 

to be ones which almost every^vhere have k = ks, but where the bending contributions 

come into play on point and line defects. 
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A little calculation will show that for the solution given in Eq. 1.10, the two 

terms of the energy balance exactly. There is no a priori reason to have expected 

this. Encouraged to exploit this fact, though, one should ask the question: When do 

solutions of 

eV^e = ±G (1.14) 

satisfy Eq. 1.8? The answer is whenever J = fx9Y — fvOx (where k = the 

Jacobian of the map from X to k is zero [17]. The quantity J  is proportional to the 

Gaussian curvature of the phase surface 0, and is exactly zero for the knee solution 

in Eq. 1.10. 

Not only is Eq. 1.14 a reduction of the original phase diffusion equation, but, to 

a good approximation, it can also be linearized. The reason is that C? % — kW so 

that Eq 1.14 is just 

EV'0 = ± {(VE)^ - K\) , (1.15) 

which linearizes to the Helmholtz equation, 

- klxl) = 0, (1.16) 

via the transformation 0 = ±e In ip. Now, for rather general cases, it can be shown 

that the asymptotic (e 0) solutions of the phase diffusion equation have the prop

erty that J = 0 almost everywhere. The story doesn't end there, however. 

Because J  is proportional to the Gaussian curvature of the phase surface, a vari

ation of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem comes into play, relating curvature and twist. A 

little analysis (vector calculus and the divergence theorem) shows that, 

2 / J d x d y  = I  k ^ d < p .  (1-17) 
Jn Jon 

But, ii k = ke on the boundary dO. of f2, the right hand side of the above equation 

simply measures the twist discussed in section 1.4. Because this twist is a topological 
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quantity, J  must be conserved on regions with k  =  k e  o n  their boundaries. Fur

thermore, because of energy considerations, we can expect to see k = ke across large 

regions of the pattern, and, consequently, J = 0 except at point defects, the centers of 

twist, and on some line defects [18]. The reader can see that as e 0, the curvature 

term in F becomes less important and k ke across the pattern. The reason for the 

focusing behavior of the Jacobian (Gaussian curvature), as well as the nature of the 

singularities of J, remains an open problem. The above material on phase equations 

is expanded on more thoroughly in chapter 3. 

1.5 Wavelets - A Bridge Between Theory and Experiment 

At this point the reader should appreciate the general dichotomy inherent in the study 

of patterns. Experimentalists, both physical and computational, produce patterns in 

the microscopic field variables. Most of the theoretical work on patterns, however, 

relies on the knowledge of macroscopic order parameters, like the local wavevector field 

k. It would be desirable to have a way of transforming one to the other. As mentioned 

above, there are ways of reconstructing the microscopic signal (at least locally) from 

the order parameters. What remains is a way of extracting order parameters from 

real signals. 

To this end it is desirable to find a way to transform the microscopic field into the 

order parameters. This transformation should be local in space, to account for the 

slow variation of the order parameters. This criterion eliminates the usefulness of the 

ordinary Fourier transform, because while it is local in wavenumber, it is completely 

nonlocal in space. The power spectrum one would obtain from Fourier analyzing 

the pattern would give information on the average rather than the local wavevector. 

Despite this difficulty, Fourier methods are often used in pattern analysis to attempt 

such order parameter extraction, but they are not perfect. Instead, look for a local 

version of the Fourier transform. Several such objects exist and have been well studied 
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and, of all of them, the continuous wavelet transform seems to best suit the goal of 

extracting order parameters. 

The continuous wavelet transform is much like the Fourier transform, except that 

the analyzing function, the wavelet, is localized in space. Now, instead of convolving 

the pattern with dilated and rotated plane waves e'^ *, one uses dilated, rotated, and 

translated copies of a wavepacket (say a Gaussian amplitude over the carrier wave). 

Because of the limited spatial support of the wavelet, the transform can be performed 

locally on the signal. The wavelet transform is local in both space and wavenumber, 

at the cost of introducing an extra degree of freedom, the location of the center of 

the wavepacket. 

The basic idea behind the wavelet analysis of a pattern is simple, and takes advan

tage of the fact that the order parameters of the pattern vary slowly with respect to 

the pattern wavelength A. To determine the local wavenumber at a particular spot in 

the pattern, simply lay the wavepacket you choose over the pattern, centered on the 

point of interest. Now dilate and rotate the wavelet until its wavevector matches the 

local wavevector of the pattern. Do this at every point in the pattern, and you extract 

the local wavevector everjrwhere in the pattern. Once this is available, other order 

parameters like amplitude and mean flow are easily reconstructed, both at points 

where they are slaved, and at points where they aren't. For more detail see chapter 

4. 

The wavelet analysis gives exactly what is needed to make the connection between 

experiment and theory, namely, the order parameters- With the wavevector field 

known it is easy to compute important derived quantities of the pattern, like the phase 

diffusion energy density F, or J, the Jacobian of the map from X to k. Knowledge 

of J, and where it gets large provides a convenient way to detect and locate point 

defects. Once the location of these points are knowTi, the wavevector field can be used 

to compute topological quantities like twist and circulation in order to classify the 

types of defects. An example of this analysis and the kind of information it allows 
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one to extract is shown in Fig. 1.10. 

The wavelet transform allows one to extract wavevector information from the 

pattern. Consequently, it is easy to compute pattern wavenumber histograms, as 

shown in Fig. 1.10c. This analysis can also be performed with Fourier methods, 

but the nonlocality of the transform makes it inherently less accurate, and tends to 

broaden the resulting histogram by a laxge amount. An accurate histogram allows 

one to make important statements about the pattern, such as whether the pattern 

lies in the stable region of the Busse balloon, for example. Furthermore, since the 

wavelet transform is local, the histogram data can be viewed spatially, showing at a 

glance where the pattern has wavenumber greater than ATB, for example (Fig. 1.10a). 

Since the wavenumber data extracted from the wavelet algorithm is smooth, it is easy 

to compute quantities like J (Fig. l.lOe), or the curl of the wavevector k (Fig. l.lOf). 

Finally, the possibility exists that the wavelet based algorithm outlined in [16] and 

chapter 4 can be conveniently implemented optically. If this is the case, it may be 

possible to build a device which would implement this algorithm "on the fly" and 

provide experimentalists a real time look at the order parameters in their systems. 

This thesis will look at the problem of pattern formation form three different points 

of view. In the next chapter, I will apply the ideas of pattern formation near onset 

to a complicated physical system which arises in the description of semiconductor 

lasers. This will result in a new order parameter equation which greatly simplifies the 

dynamics of the laser system. Chapter 3 will introduce several new results related to 

phase equations for patterns, as well as the result of numerical simulation of the Cross-

Newell phase diffusion equation. Chapter 4 will introduce the wavelet transform, and 

describe an algorithm based on this object for the extraction of order parameter 

information from natural patterns. 
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FIGURE 1.10. Numerically generated pattern after wavelet analysis: (a) depicts the 
pattern with regions of high k > ke marked in white, (b) depicts the pattern itself, 
(c) depicts the wavenumber histogram computed with the wavelet algorithm (solid 
line) as well as with Fourier transform techniques (the structure function averaged 
over angle (dotted line)), (d) plots the correlation of the pattern along various cross 
sections (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal), (e) shows the Jacobian of the map and 
( f )  d e p i c t s  t h e  m a g n i t u d e  o f  L ,  t h e  c u r l  o f  t h e  v e c t o r  f i e l d  k  
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Chapter 2 

AMPLITUDE EQUATIONS FOR A FREE CARRIER MODEL 
OF A SEMICONDUCTOR LASER 

2.1 Introduction and Derivation of the Model 

Amplitude equations provide a convenient way to analyze complex physical systems 

near bifurcation points. These equations are usually simpler than the original physical 

systems being studied, and have proved useful in the analysis of diverse microscopic 

systems. One of the successes of this theory is the analysis and extraction of amplitude 

equations for the two level laser [14, 19, 20, 21], providing a simple equation which 

well approximates the behavior of the more complex Maxwell-Bloch equation both 

near and even far from the lasing threshold. This chapter will outline the derivation of 

amplitude equations for the more complicated free carrier semiconductor laser system 

and compare these with those obtained from the two level laser. 

2.1.1 Basic Semiconductor Physics 

The study of a laser is the study of the interaction between strong electromagnetic 

fields and matter. To produce lasing, the matter must interact with the field in such a 

way as to amplify it. Several ingredients are necessary for this amplification to occur. 

The first is the ability to feed energy into the lasing medium by exciting electrons into 

a slowly decaying, metastable state. From this state, the electrons will decay back to 

their rest state via stimulated emission, in the process emitting light. The process of 

exciting the electrons is known as pumping the laser to create a population inversion. 

This pumping produces a gain or amplification in the light field as it propagates 

through the material. 

To produce lasing there has to be some sort of feedback mechanism whereby the 

1 
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amplified light is reintroduced to the lasing medium for further amplification, creating 

an oscillator. This can be accomplished in several ways, for instance by trapping the 

beam between two curved mirrors in a Fabry-Perot cavity, or in a circular arrangement 

trapped between three or more mirrors in a ring cavity. The cavity size is tuned so 

that the supported longitudinal modes resonate with the wavelength of the optical 

photons being emitted by the (continually pumped) lasing medium. Thus large field 

amplifications can be achieved in relatively short distances. 

A simple model of a semiconductor is a regular lattice of ions surrounded by a cloud 

of electrons. These electrons can be distinguished by their momentum k, and their 

spin s = ±1. Because of its interaction with the ionic lattice, the energy of an electron 

is related to its momentum in a complicated way. There are several continuous bands 

where electron states are allowed to exist, separated by bandgaps where electronic 

states are forbidden [24]. Furthermore, there are two types of bands, conduction 

bands which are unoccupied, and valence bands which are typically full. Electrons 

can be excited from one band to another by absorbing energy in the form of a photon. 

For transitions near the frequencies of visible light, it is often sufficient to simplify the 

model to consider only two bands, one conduction band and one valence band. The 

shapes of these two bands are typically not flat, but they are well approximated by 

parabola near their respective minima/maxima. The lasing materials considered in 

this thesis will be direct bandgap materials, where the maximum of the valence band 

occurs directly below the minimum of the conduction band. 

One of the reasons that the band structure of a semiconductor can be simpli

fied into two bands is that the optical transitions are vertical. That is to say, the 

momentum of an electron does not change when it makes the transition from va

lence to conduction band, or vice versa, since the momentum of a photon involved 

in a transition is small compared to the electron momentum. For example, in bulk 

GaAs, the bandgap energy is about 1.42eV', and a lA2eV photon has momentum 

K 2.54 X which is negligible compared to typical electron momentum of 
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In the absence of any doping (presence of impurities in the semiconductor), ther

mal or pumping energy, the valence bands of a semiconductor are all full and the 

conduction bands are empty. If an electron in the valence band absorbs a photon 

of light, it gets excited into the conduction band, leaving a positively charged hole 

behind in the valence band. The excited electron, emd the vacant hole are now both 

free to move in their respective bands, and become chaxge carriers. The energy of 

this transition for electron momentum k is (assuming a parabolic band shape) 

fi?k hk 
— 1~ — 

2me 2mh 
—I- —t- egap, (2.1) 

where mg and rrih are the effective masses of electron and hole respectively, determined 

by the curvature of the appropriate electron band (the inverse of the second derivative 

of the appropriate band edge). Of course, as the semiconductor is a quantum mechan

ical system, it makes no sense to talk about the location of a single electron in either 

band. Rather one must talk about probabilities. Furthermore, by the Pauli exclusion 

principle, at most one electron (and one hole) can exist at any given value of k and s. 

For each allowed value of electron momentum k, there is a probability that an excited 

electron, or a hole exists (denoted by ng(k), and n^(k) respectively, 0 < na{k) < 1). 

It makes sense to define the total carrier population density ^ JZk 

where V is the volume of the sample. The V is necessary, not because the result 

depends strongly on the sample volume, but rather because the sum of the states is 

proportional to V (see [22]). In an undoped semiconductor, = N'^. 

All this discussion about band shapes and transition energies has assumed that 

the conduction and valence bands are empty and full respectively {N'^ = = 0). 

As electrons are excited, however, their mutual Coulomb interaction will come into 

^Please note that in this chapter k represents electron momentum and not the pattern wavevector, 
which instead is denoted by I. I apologize for any confusion. 
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play. At low caxrier densities, the Coulomb force will tend to form bound electron-

hole pairs called excitons, while at high densities, the charge distributions will distort 

the shape of the energy bands in a process called bandgap renormalization. Further

more, for the high charge densities that are needed in a laser, the excited electrons 

and holes will scatter off themselves, leading to the production of Fermi-Dirac carrier 

population distributions. A standard model for the semiconductor laser, the so called 

free carrier model considers this carrier scattering to Fermi-Dirac distributions, but 

ignores bandgap renormalization and other effects of the Coulomb interaction, essen

tially treating the carriers as an ideal Fermi gas. This is the model which will be 

considered in this chapter. 

The timescale of the carrier-carrier scattering in a tjrpical semiconductor laser 

device is on the order of .1 picosecond, and is usually the fastest timescale present 

in the system. ^ Because of the speed of the carrier-carrier scattering, it is safe to 

assume that the carriers remain in or near a quasi-equilibrium distribution throughout 

the process. The k dependent probabilities of a gas of fermions in thermodynamic 

equilibrium is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution, 

e^Ceak-z'a) +1' 

characterized by two parameters, the absolute temperature l/(A:g/?) {ka being Boltz-

mann's constant), and the chemical potential /Xq. In Eq. 2.2, a is either e for electrons 

or h for holes, and Cak is the energy of the appropriate particle for a given momentum 

k. The chemical potential is chosen so that the distribution sums up to a total 

carrier density 

= 7 E ^ E /" = 7 E i E "W (2-3) 
k k k k 

^There are faster interactions in the semiconductor system, but these arise from physical processes 
which will not be considered in this model. 
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where, from now on, spin summation is always included in summation over k. Some 

examples of Fermi-Dirac distributions are plotted in Fig. 2.1. It is worth noting 

that some authors [23] suggest that there are other possible quasi-equilibrium carrier 

distributions which are more relevant in the analysis of the semiconductor laser system 

than the Fermi-Dirac, but the analysis of that issue is beyond the scope of this work. 

0.8 

0.6 

O 
0.4 

0.2 

0.0 L 
0 50 100 150 200 250 

e (meV) 

FIGURE 2.1. Fermi-Dirac distributions (Eq. 2.2) plotted vs. reduced mass energy in 
meV. The top curve corresponds to population density = 4 x 10^"^ m^, the middle 
to A'" = 3 X 10^'^ and the bottom to iV = 2 x 10^'^ m^. 

2.1.2 Slowly Varying Maxwell's Equations 

With some information about how the carriers behave, it is important to look at 

the role of the light field. Light is an electromagnetic wave, governed by Maxwell's 

equations. The electric field can be treated as a classical variable (so called semiclas-

sical laser theory) because the photon flux is large. In a semiconductor laser, this 

electric field drives tiny electric dipole moments in the medium, which can then be 
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summed to produce the total polarization P of the medium, which in turn completes 

the coupling by driving Maxwell's equations. 

Maxwell's wave equation is given by 

( c )  d r ^  W e o )  d r ^ '  ^  ^  

where E and P represent the electric field and polarization respectively, n is the index 

of refraction of the medium, c is the speed of light in vacuum, CQ is the permittivity of 

the vacuum, and r represents time. Now to simplify things, suppose that the electric 

field is a plane wave polarized in the x direction, 

E(x, 2, r) = y, 2, + c.c.. (2.5) 

This field will in turn drive a polarization in the medium, 

P(x, 2, r) = y, 2, + c.c., (2.6) 

where S  and V  are complex field and polarization amplitudes. Assume now that £ 

and V vary little in one optical wavelength, or period and substitute these fields into 

Eq. 2.4. After a little calculation, 

dS c d£ ic iui ^ ^ 
(2.7 

dz n dr 2nu; 2ceon 

where Vj represents the transverse Laplacian, i.e. + dyy. 

For further simplification, suppose the laser in consideration is a ring cavity, mean

ing there is no back propagating wave. In addition, suppose the device admits a single 

longitudinal cavity mode. (This is technologically feasible by inserting a Bragg re

fractor in the laser cavity, or indeed in any short cavity laser [25].) This single mode 
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must then oscillate at the cavity frequency {uc) so that it is reinforced in each pass. 

The presence of only a single longitudinal mode allows one to change the frame of 

reference to one moving with the laser field, thus eliminating the z derivatives in Eq. 

2.7. Finally, introduce cavity losses (imperfectly reflecting mirrors, etc.) by adding a 

damping term to Eq. 2.7, to get 

2.1.3 The Maxwell-Bloch Equations 

The total polarization of the material V is the sum of the microscopic polarizations 

Pk weighted by the dipole matrix element ^(k), 

^ (2.9) 
k 

where from now on all sums over k will be assumed to be over spin as well. The 

microscopic polarization and carrier probabilities evolve according to the free carrier 

semiconductor Bloch equations [22], 

^ = i{ujc - u;k)pic - 7pPk - ("e(k) + n/i(k) - 1) 5 (2.10) 

dn, fk) 2 
~ -^ak ~ 77ir'T'Q(k) — 7p('T'a(k) — /okl^a)) ~ ^^(k) (Pk^ ~ Pk^) • (^-H) 

In the above system, jp is the polarization damping (dephasing) rate, while 7nr rep

resents nonradiative carrier recombination. The 7p term in Eq. 2.11 models the 

fact, mentioned above, that carrier-carrier scattering tends to drive the carrier dis

tributions to their quasi-equilibrium values. Finally, Aak is the pump. Typically a 

semiconductor is pumped by an electric current which promotes electrons from the 

valence to the conduction band and provides the energy for laser operation. The 
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caxriers injected via this pumping process are assumed to collide with each other to 

such an extent that they can be assimied to be in a quasi-equilibrium Fenni-Dirac 

distribution themselves. If one ignores the contribution of Pauli blocking the pumping 

of the laser can be modeled by 

Aa(A:) = pfakiN) (2.12) 

where p determines the strength of the pumping and N is a fixed constant of the 

material. 

The reader is cautioned not to confuse the electron/hole quasichemical potential, 

fia, with the dipole matrix element, n{k). Furthermore, neither of these objects 

should be confused with p,Q, the standard notation for the permittivity of free space, 

which will not be used in this thesis. 

It is helpful to remove the dimensions from the Maxwell-Bloch system and to 

rewrite the entire set of equations 2.8 - 2.11 in complex Lorenz form, following [14]. 

To do this, make the following change of variables: 

r - — 

' • kSi) 
V  = 

\ 

(2.13) 
Tnr Tp Tnr ^cA'(O) 

With this change of variables, the original semiconductor free carrier Max\vell-

Bloch equations become: 
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d t  

dpv. 
d t  

d n a j k )  
d t  

iaV^E + aP-aE (2.14) 

2  ^ M k ) ,  

k 

- ( l  +  i ( Q k  +  n ) ) P k  ( 2 . 1 6 )  

( K o ( f c )  +  < ^ { k )  - 1) - M k )  + n ^ { k ) ) )  E  

-(1 + b ) n M  +  { U j , h a k i K )  -  /afc(iV^ + Q N ) )  (2.17) 

, M ^ )  
m(0) 

{ p , E * + p l E ) ,  

where 

a  
c2 

a  

a  = lE 

Tp 
(2.18) 

= iJk 

T'p 

Q  = Ulg — UJc 

7p 

b 
Inr 

7p 

Q = 
4eon^7£:/l7p 

(2.19) 

r b f a k { N ) + f a k { K )  
(2.20) CtQ 1 + 6 
(2.20) 

K 
= (2.21) 

r  = P! "inr (2.22) 

It is instructive to compare the free carrier semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch system 

to the simpler, two level laser Maxwell-Bloch equations, [27],[19] 
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iaV^E + aP-aE (2.23) 

- i l  +  i Q ) P  +  { r  ~ n ) E  (2.24) 

-lm + ̂ {EP* + E'P). (2.25) 

There are several important differences between the two systems. The first is the 

presence of inhomogeneous broadening in the semiconductor system. This effect arises 

from the fact that the bands in the semiconductor are not flat, and the frequency of a 

photon emitted from a transition depends on the electron and hole momenta. Thus, 

not all emitted photons will resonate with the cavity frequency, increasing the loss of 

the laser. This effect can be included in the modeling of a two level laser by taking 

into account the random motion of the atoms in the medium, which lead to Doppler 

shifts of the emitted photon's frequency. 

However, there are still key differences between the semiconductor laser and the 

inhomogeneously broadened two level system. In particular, in the semiconductor 

medium, carriers in a given band are free to scatter and change their momentum 

within the band. Differing electron and hole masses means that it is entirely possible 

for the probability of having both an excited and a valence electron with the same 

quantum numbers to be nonzero. In this case, the Pauli exclusion principle prevents 

the excited electron from decaying back to the ground state, since there's no hole 

for it to fall into. On the other hand, in the two level system, there is no intraband 

scattering and an excited electron always has a hole to fall into. This property is 

reflected in the /e + A — 1 term in the semiconductor system. Thus, if the hole 

probability at a given momentum is low, even large electron probabilities may be 

insufficient to make fe + fh — I positive, leading to absorption rather than gain. 

d t  

d t  
d n  
' m  
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2.2 Linear Stability Analysis 

Turn now to applying the amplitude equation techniques outlined in Sec. (1.3) to 

Eqs. (2.14) - (2.18). The first thing that is needed is a steady state solution to 

the system. That's easy, it's just £• = Pk = ^a(^) = 0? which corresponds to the 

state where the laser is ofiF. The goal at this stage of the analysis of this system is 

to determine the stability of this nonlasing solution for various values of pumping (r) 

detuning between the cavity frequency and the bandgap frequency, (fi) and transverse 

wavenumber (/). This is done by linearizing the system about the non-lasing solution 

and computing the eigenvalues of the system. The linearized equations in this case 

decouple somewhat, with the Uak equations (2.18) separating from the rest. 

Consider first equation (2.18), linearized about the riak = 0 solution. Express 

^ak = to equation 

This equation looks like the sum of a diagonal matrix with a matrix whose entries 

are constant across the columns. Consequently, the eigenvalues of this matrix can be 

expressed as the sum of the eigenvalues of the two components, giving A = — 1 — 6 

and A = —6 as the two eigenvalues. In a typical semiconductor system, b (the ratio 

of the rates of nonradiative recombination to the polarization relaxation) can be 

quite small (on the order of 10"'* - see Appendix B). Consequently, the A = —6 

eigenvalue represents a soft mode of the system (see for example [14], or [10]). The 

right eigenvector for this eigenvalue is given by 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

while the left is given by 

(1 ,1 , . . . )  (2.28) 
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Look now at the linearization around 0 of the electric field and polarization equations, 

(2.14,2.17). When linearized these equations read: 

B E  
^  = iaV^E +  aP-aE 
at  

dpk 
d t  

= ~(1 + + f^))pjfc + 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

To simplify the computation of the linear gain we assume that the system is 

infinitely extended in the transverse direction and Fourier transform in both space 

and time by making the substitution: 

E  =  

Pk =  

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

Making the substitution 2.33 allows one to write out the linear system, 

( A + ial"^ + a 2<7 /i(k) 
QV #1(0) 

ggKW+ <«-! )  A +  ( i  +  i{n ,  +  n))  0  

: 0 

(  E \  

Pk 

V ^ ) 
= 0 

(2.34) 

from whence one can solve the polarization equation for pk, 

M(k) 'Kw + <(k)- i )  
^ ii(QY (A + i) + !(ni. + fi) • ' 

which can then be summed for P and substituted into the linearized Eq. 2.14 to find 

the eigenvalues, 

\ ^ 2cT y. ̂ (k)2 «^(k) + n',^(k) - 1) 
' ' + Q v ^ ^ ( A  +  i ) + z ( n .  +  f i )  
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The sum in the previous equation must be computed in order to compute the neu

tral stability curve for the laser. To do this, requires that one make several assump

tions. It is useful and reasonable to assume that the laser system has a spherically 

symmetric band structure, and thus the polarization depends only on A: = |k|. In 

addition, assume the dimensions of the laser are large enough that the allowed values 

of k vary essentially continuously, and thus change the sum over k into an integral 

over k. In a large enough rectangular slab of semiconductor, and assuming periodic 

boundary conditions, the components of k axe quantized according to 

^ (2.37) 
•L fx  

where is the typical length of the sample in the x  direction, and n is an integer. 

So, if Lx is large enough, 

dk/''' - t'"'-
(2.38) 

Thus 

= k^g{k)dk  (2.39) 

where the 2 in the numerator comes from the fact that spin summation is included 

in  the  sum over  k .  Now i t  i s  he lpfu l  to  change  var iab les  f rom e lec t ron  momentum k  

to reduced mass energy e = ffk'^l2mr, and Eq. 2.36 becomes (see [22]) 

A =  - ia l^  - a  + a . r  K + ^  (5.40)  
Jq ^(0) (A + 1) + z (fig + fi) 

where 
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\ eR^alQir^}  

To find the neutral stability curve, make the substitution A 

(2.36), and separate it into its real and imaginary parts, and set 77 

0 = r J2k±%Zi) (2.42) 
Jo //(0)2 1 + (fie + n + 

Jo M0)2 1 +(^e + ^ ' 

The above system gives two equations for the three variables u, I, and r (hidden in 

the definition of n^g), and thus it allows the generation of the neutral stability curve 

r as a function of 1. Although difficult to solve analytically, Eqs. (2.42) - (2.43) can 

be easily solved numerically. To do this, fix a value for u and solve equation (2.42) for 

r. With this known, compute the integral in Eq. 2.43 in solve for I. Repeating this 

process for various values of u will produce the neutral stability curve. The results 

of these numerical calculations have been summarized for various values of cavity 

detuning from bandgap Q in Fig. (2.2). 

In the same way as for the two level laser [28], the nature of the lasing instability 

changes depending on the value of fi. If Q is less than some critical value, Q.C-, the 

uniform / = 0 state is the most unstable, whereas when f2 > Q.c-. ^ transverse pattern 

emerges. Similarly, in the transitional case SI « Qc a broad band of modes near zero 

are potentially excited. Unlike the case with the two level laser fie ¥" 0; but rather, 

for the parameters listed in Appendix B, Qc ~ —.305 polarization dephasing times, 

or about —2 meV. 

The n % Qc case is the most important in the actual laser. First of all, this case 

captures the behavior of the system on both sides of critical detuning from bandgap. 

Furthermore, actual semiconductor lasers are multi-longitudinal mode devices, a fac

tor which has been ignored here. Each longitudinal mode has a different effective 

(2.41) 

= (77 + i v )  in Eq. 

= 0 
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Neutral Stability 
2.20 

Q<Q^ n = n e  n > Q e  J  2.10 
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FIGURE 2.2. Neutral stability curves for free carrier semicoaductor laser for various 
values of detuning (fi). 

detuning from the bandgap, and will be amplified by the laser at a different rate. 

The system will tend to choose the longitudinal mode which is the most amplified. 

This is precisely the mode whose total detuning 6 = Q + if ~al^ lies at the maximum 

of the weighted carrier probability distribution y/e(fe + A — 1), and this mode's de

tuning from bandgap corresponds exactly to Qc- Thus, although the approximations 

here do not consider multi-longitudinal mode effects, selecting Q « Sic will at least 

imply that the single longitudinal mode under consideration here will correspond to 

the most important of the longitudinal modes in the actual laser. 

Once the eigenvalues of the linear operator in Eq. (2.34) have been determined, 

it is easy to compute the eigenvectors of the system. The right eigenvectors are of 

the form: 



00 

( ̂ ̂ 
P k  = 

\ • } 

1 \ 
M(fc) Ko(fc)+"hn(fc)-0 
/i(o) i+ixfifc+n+fc) 

V J 

= Xk (2.44) 

where Vc is the value of the imaginary part of the eigenvalue. 

This eigenvector (along with the one given in Eq. 2.27) determines the direction 

in which  the  uns tab le  sys tem in i t i a l ly  s ta r t s  growing .  The  p/ t  t e rm decays  for  l a rge  k  

and a straightforward calculation shows that if the Pk term is summed to get P, the 

corresponding value of ^ = PI^E, the complex susceptibility of the medium, agrees 

with values arrived at through traditional calculations of laser gain for free carrier 

semiconductor models. 

The left eigenvectors of the matrix will also be necessary in the nonlinear analysis 

which follows. These are just the eigenvectors of the adjoint, and with little difficulty 

it can be seen that they are; 

2<r M(fc) 
QV^(0)  = 

f  l \ '  

Vk  

\ J 

(2.45) 

2.2.1 Traveling Waves 

It is helpful to note that, like in the two level laser, exact traveling wave solutions 

exist to the semiconductor Maxsvell-Bloch equations, above threshold. Let 
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E = (2.46) 

Pt = (2.47) 

P = (2.48) 

Uk (2.49) 

^E"-' (2.50) 

rik 

N  

where without loss of generality E is real. Then it is easy to see that, 

(2.51) 

= ^ I 1 + ) (2.52) 

F2 
N = (2.53) 

b 

Furthermore, 

, . r /r^(e)' ( M Q i r  -  iV)) + M Q { r  - N ) ) - l ) ^ _  
0 = —cr + (TK / ve——r — r- rr dc (2.o4) 

Jo /i(0)2 l + {Qe+^+^)^ 
uj = —a/^ (2.55) 

.  r  ̂Me)2( /e(Q(r - iV))  +  / , (Q(r - iV)) - l ) (ne  +  n  +  a ; ) ,  
' " "L  i + ([2. + n + u,)^ ''' • 

To solve for the parameters of the traveling wave, just follow the same procedure 

as to determine the neutral curve. Namely, pick r and a total detuning d and solve 

Eq (2.54) for Q{T — iV), and hence for N. If N is negative the traveling wave doesn't 

exist for this combination of r and 5. Otherwise, use Eq. (2.56) to compute u and 

I for this value of detuning, and finally use Eqs. (2.52) and (2.53) to determine N 

and P. The existence of this traveling wave solution will help determine the correct 

scalings to use in the weakly nonlinear analysis. 
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2.3 Weakly Nonlinear Analysis near Critical Detuning 

The lineax stability analysis shows that for Q « Qc, a broad band of modes around 

A: = 0 can potentially play the role of order parameters for this system near onset. 

Introduce the small parameter e as, 

and look for a solution of the Mzixwell-Bloch equations as a perturbation series in e, 

with a slowly varying envelope, as outlined in Sec. 1.3. The spatial and temporal 

scales that this envelope will vary on must now be determined. Looking at Fig. 2.2, 

one can see that if > fie there is a simple (quadratic) minimum at positive I, and 

if n < He there is a simple minimum at / = 0. Since the neutral curve is smooth, 

elementary singularity theory [26] says that in the transitional case, Q — Qc, the 

neutral curve must scale like near the minimum. Thus the correct scaling for the 

spatial variables is 

where Tc is the critical value of the stress parameter (the value of r  at the minimum 

of the neutral curve). Now to get the effects of the diffraction and the detuning to 

occur at the same order in e, it is necessary to choose r — Tc = Finally, introduce 

slow timescales Ti = et, T2 = One more parameter needs to be considered in 

this analysis. Recall that for a typical semiconductor system, b is quite small. The 

traveling wave solution will help determine how small b should be. Observe that if 

r-rc = then the first nonzero contribution to N should also come in at order 

Therefore, if N and E are to come in at the same order, the traveling wave solution 

shows that 6 = 6^62-

n  — +  tQj ,  (2.56) 

A'" = (r — 

y  =  { r -

(2.57) 

(2.58) 
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Everything is ready now, so expand E,  pk ,  and N in a perturbation series in e, 

starting at order 

f  E  ]  ( \ (  E2 
Pk  

' 

Pki  B{X,Y ,TuT2)+e '  Pki 

V ^ y \ '• > 1 \ ' 

Es 
+ eM Pfc3 I + ... . (2.59) 

and 

njt riki 
M{TuT2)+^  

nk2 
(2.60) 

where B and M are slowly varying envelopes. Substitute Eq. 2.59 into the semicon

duc tor  Maxwel l -Bloch  equa t ions  and  co l lec t  o rders  in  e .  

At order the problem is exactly the same as the linear stability analysis. Thus 

El = 1, and Pk^ = xjk, and ni^ is given by Eq. 2.27. 

At third order in e  the E aad p equations become; 

/  E 2 \  
Pk2 

\ 

( -dT,B + iaV\B \ 
Xki-dr^B - iQiB) 

\ 

(2.61) 

/ 
where L is the linear part of the Maxwell-Bloch equations, evaluated at threshold. 

L = 
( Wr +  CF QVf i{Q)  l ^ [k )  . . .  \  

+ Uhaik)  -  1 1 + i(f2c + fiik + i^c) 0 (2.62) 

V i  0  • • .  /  

Since L is a singular matrix, there is a solvability condition that the right hand 

side of Eq. 2.61 must satisfy, according to the Fredholm alternative theorem. Namely, 

it must be orthogonal to the left eigenvector of L, (1, • • • )• This condition gives 

the equation 
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(2.63) 
dB iaV\B - iCi^iB 
dTi~  1  +  Ci  

where Ci = ^ XkVk (i-e. l+Ci is the inner product of the left and right eigenvectors). 

With this solvability condition in place Eq. (2.61) can be solved giving £^2 = 0, 

and 

—dr^B — iQiB 
Pk2 = , . TT-r—T^k = - IXk  

1 + i{^k — + ^c) (1 + C'i)(l + z(fijt + He + ̂ c)) 

Similarly, the equations give 

dM 

(aVi-+ f2i)S (2.64) 

aTi 
= 0 

Continuing the expansion, the equations for E and Pk at third order in e is: 

\ (  E ^ \  

Pki 
= 

\ ; / 

-Xkdr^B -  (5ri + i ^ \ )Pk- i  

.Hgi ^ n.JBM) 

\ 

, (2.65) 

while the Uk equation reads 

duk^ , duk ,  _ ^ 2 
+  -  -fesTlfc i  +  ^^(Xfc  +Xfc) lBl  .  (2.66) 

dTi m 

Again the right hand side of Eq. 2.65 must be orthogonal to the left eigenvector of 

L. Simplifying this solvability condition, and combining it with the first Eq. (2.63) 

gives: 

(1 + C2 
1 + Ci 

(aV2 - fii)^ B + C^irc - N2)B = 0 (2.67) 
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where 

Ci  =  ^XkVk (2 .68)  

= EIRTFOFRKR^ 
c, = -53w^^(/e/c(Q(r-jV)) + Ai((3(r-jV)))U,„ (2.70) 

The solvability condition on gives 

^  = -6 ,M+|Bp.  (2 .71)  
OT2 

Combining the two solvability conditions for B and M, and rescaling back to the 

original variables gives: 

(i + c,)^ = (aV^ - (n - n.))'B 

(aV^ - Ci(Q - fie)) B + C3 ((r - t ^ )  -  M) B  (2.72) 

^ = -bM+\B\^ (2.73) 

The above system of equations look almost exactly like the Swift-Hohenberg equa

tion derived in [14] for the two level laser, 

(1  +  cr )— = -^^(aV2-Q) ' '5  +  f (aV2-aQ)B-ho-( ( r -1) - iV)^ .74)  

dN 
= -hN + \B\^ (2.75) 

The primary difference in the two systems is the fact that that the constants Ci, 

C2, and rjOz are in general vastly different from each other, and complex. For the 

parameters listed in Appendix B, these constants are, 
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rcCa = .187-.478Z. 

C2 = .0045 - .0025z 

Cy = .049 (2.76) 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

The fact that these constants are complex in general greatly increases the instability 

of the coupled Swift-Hohenberg equations for the semiconductor over the two level 

laser. Despite the fact that traveling wave solutions exist for Eqs. 2.72- 2.73 exist, 

they are never stable [29]. This agrees well with experiment which shows that broad 

area semiconductor lasers are generally much more unstable than their two level 

counterparts. 

2.4 Conclusion 

The use of weakly nonlinear analysis near the bifurcation point has been used in the 

free carrier semiconductor system, to demonstrate the existence of a semiconductor 

laser Swift Hohenberg equation, Eq. (2.72)-(2.73). These equations, although similar 

in form to the laser Swift Hohenberg equations of [14], produce different behavior due 

to the presence of complex coefficients in the semiconductor equations. 

The important coefficient appears to be C3, which can be identified with the tra

ditional semiconductor laser parameter known as the a, or linewidth enhancement 

factor, which relates the derivatives of the real and imaginary part of the suscep

tibility of the system, with respect to pumping, to each other. With this a factor 

present, the semiconductor laser Swift Hohenberg equations resemble closely the fo

cusing nonlinear Schroedinger equation, an equation which produces soliton solutions 

in one spatial dimension, and collapse of a pulse to a infinite intensity peak in higher 

spatial dimensions. This is consistent with the sort of filamentation observed in 

semiconductor devices. Simulations have been run on the semiconductor laser Swift 
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Hohenberg equations, and they have demonstrated the presence of instabilities which 

are not present in the two level laser Swift Hohenberg equations [30]. These instabil

ities seem to model better the powerful instabilities found in genuine semiconductor 

systems. 

Because of the simple nature of the semiconductor laser Swift-Hohenberg equa

tions (relative to the full Maxwell-Bloch system), these equations are being used in 

simulations to try to control the instabilities of the semiconductor laser. The idea is 

that if one can control the instabilities in Eqs. (2.72)-(2.73), then the same proce

dure should stabilize the more complicated free carrier, semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch 

equation. 

One of the key problems in semiconductor laser physics is to learn how to increase 

the output power of the laser without the catastrophic damage to the device which 

occurs at high intensities. One way to avoid this damage is to produce a device with 

uniform transverse intensity. Unfortunately, as has been shown here, the uniform 

intensity state is unstable to transverse perturbations and patterns emerge in the 

beam. The relevance of Eqs. (2.72) - (2.73) to the study of semiconductor lasers 

lies in the fact that they seem to reproduce some of the strong instabilities found 

in the semiconductor laser system in a simpler context. This allows one to study 

the patterns and instabilities of the semiconductor laser in a simpler system, and to 

perhaps gain insight into ways to eliminate them. Indeed, the principles of feedback 

control theory have been applied effectively to the semiconductor Swift Hohenberg 

system to stabilize their solutions [30]. The ideas used on the simpler model seem to 

be applicable to actual semiconductor devices, providing a valuable means to increase 

the power output of these objects. 
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Chapter 3 

PHASE EQUATIONS AND THEIR SINGULARITIES 

3.1 Background and General Discussion 

This chapter will deal with the investigation of phase equations for labyrinthine roll 

patterns which come from microscopic gradient flows (see, for example Fig. (1.2)). 

Recall from Sec 1.4 that these equations describe the slow evolution of the locai 

pattern director field in time. This director field changes slowly across the individual 

striped patches of the pattern, but may change abruptly across point and line defects. 

S ince  the  loca l  p lanform of  the  pa t te rn  cons i s t s  o f  ro l l s ,  the  microscopic  f ie ld  w(x ,  y ,  t )  

(for instance, temperature in Rayleigh-Benard convection) can be thought of as a 27r 

periodic function of some scalar phase, i.e. w(x, t) = /(0(x, i)). The pattern director 

field is just the gradient of this phase. 

Consider a microscopic gradient flow which exhibits stable roll patterns, and ad

ditionally, suppose that the system has no soft or weakly damped modes. Then the 

pattern (away from dislocations, which are sparse) is described by the phase diffusion 

equation, Eq. (1.8) (see Sec. 1.4.1). It is important to note that the phase diffusion 

equation is only formally valid in the interior of roll patches, away from all defects and 

grain boundaries. However, as will be shown below, many defects are weak solutions 

of the phase diffusion equation, in much the same way as shocks are weak solutions 

of the Euler equations for fluid flow. 

Recall that Eq. 1.8 is a gradient flow with free energy-

(3.1) 

where 

(3.2) 
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measures the contribution to the free energy when the wavenumber k  is different from 

ke and (V • k)"^ or (V^0)^ measures the contribution from the bending of the rolls. 

This free energy is often associated with ferromagnetics [31] and thin film blisters [32]. 

In neither case, however, has much attention been paid to minimizing Eq. (3.1) over 

a class of director fields which are most obviously important in the phase diffusion 

context. It is important to note that the particular choice of regularization used here 

(the term (V • k)) can be derived directly rather than inserted phenomenologically 

for a wide class of microscopic gradient flows [45]. 

This chapter will primarily deal with solutions of the stationary phase diffusion 

equation, namely 

B F  1 
=  — V - k B -  = 0. (3.3) 

00 T] 

These solutions give rise to a map from physical space to wavenumber space, 

X  = (AT, y) = (r cos a, r sin a) k  =  { f , g )  =  (A: cos 0, A:sin (?). (3.4) 

The winding number of this map around a singularity (point defect) gives a topological 

"charge" associated with the defect [33] [34] [35]. For director field singularities, this 

map is double-valued, and the winding number is a multiple of TT, while for vector field 

defects, the winding number is a multiple of 27r. This map also contains information 

about the energetics of a given solution, through the free energy, Eq. (3.1). 

An important quantity in the study of the patterns is the Jacobian of this map from 

X to k, and its determinant, denoted as J. This J is proportional to the Gaussian 

c u r v a t u r e  o f  t h e  p h a s e  s u r f a c e  0 ,  a n d  i s  a  p e r f e c t  d i v e r g e n c e ,  2 J  =  V  •  { f g y  —  

3fY,gfx - fgxY- Thus, using the divergence theorem and rearranging rewriting 

things a bit gives 
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2 / Jdxdy  = (p  k^dc f ) .  (3.5) 
Jq.  Jan 

Thus, J  is determined purely by boundary conditions. Furthermore, if = 1 on 

the boundary, the integral of J is simply the twist of the pattern, divided by 2. 

3.2 The Unregularized Equation 

Consider first the unregularized stationary phase diffusion equation, 

V • kB{k)  = 0, V X it = 0 (3.6) 

in the hyperbolic regime ks i  <  k  <  I .  It is useful to consider the Riemann invariants 

and characteristics of Eq. (3.6) [36], [37], [38]. To do this, rewrite Eq. (3.6) as a 

second order differential equation on 0 as 

, ^20 , ^20 , ^20 ^ 
" * "^dXdY 0 (2-^) 

where 

.4i = 5 + 2B'p ,  A2 =  AB' fg ,  Az  =  B + 2B'g '^  (3.8) 

and B'  =  dB/dk"^ .  The total change in / = Qx (subscripts denote partial derivatives) 

in the direction dY/dX is 

df  „  .  dV 
5^-«,v,v+«.vi'j;y, (3.9) 

and similarly, 
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^ = B R Y  +  E „ ' ^ .  ( 3 . 1 0 )  

Substituting the previous two expressions into Eq. (3.7) gives 

-Oxy I -li (^) - .42 + .43j + (-41^^ + -43^) - 0. (3.11) 

Eq. 3.11 simplifies considerably along a curve whose tangent line has slope given by 

the roots of the equation 

In this case, these roots are given by 

2/95' ± 

= — siwB'— •  

Now assume that the equation is in the hyperbolic regime, k^ i  <  k  <  ke ,  so that B 

is positive and (kB)k is negative, (see fig. 1.9), and thus both solutions are real. The 

A's can be written more compactly in polar coordinates as 

—\/B COS 0± \ / (kB)k  sin (p  , , 

vB sm 0 ± •y/—(kB)k cos cp 

where 

In the characteristic directions given by dY/dX =  A^ ,  
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Now introduce the characteristic coordinates u{X,  Y) ,  and v{X,  Y )  defined by 

^ = = (3.17) 
dX U y  GA V y  

Notice that u is constant in the direction dY/dX = A+ and v  is constant on dYjdX =  

A_. Bearing this in mind, and expanding the derivatives of / and g in eq. (3.16) out 

into the u and v variables gives 

+ = + (3.18) 
ou au  av  ov  

which can be rewritten in polar coordinates as 

cotp{k)  \  d [  co t  p{k)  
(3-19) 

d (  n^co tp{k)  \  d (  f  ̂  co t  p{k)  

Therefore the quantities 

_ Z"'^® cot p(k)  
R± =  0±  J  — ( 3 - 2 0 )  

are constant along the characteristic curves 

dY ,  
ax = (3-21) 

The quantities R± are called the Riemann invariants of the unregularized, stationary 

phase diffusion equation. 
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Notice that near k  =  ke ,  tan  p{k)  « v/Arg — k ,  and R± ^  ( i )±  2 \ /kB  — k .  When 

k = kB the system becomes parabolic and the characteristics merge into the straight 

lines on which (f) is constant. Now, assuming 0 is smooth, and A; = A:B in the bulk 

of some region Q, as well as on the boundary dQ, then, given k on dQ, one can 

always find k at any point {XQ, IQ) in the interior of Q by simply finding the point 

of the boundary at which k points towards (A'o, VQ) (at least one such point can be 

found since V x k = 0, and k = I almost everywhere). In the special case where the 

boundary is a constant phase contour 0 = C, k is normal to the boundary, and it's 

easy to draw the next phase contour. Simply move in a distance 2tts normal to the 

boundary. Joining all such points together gives the next phase contour, 0 = 2ir£. 

Notice that the phase surface 0(X, Y) defined this way has zero Gaussian curvature, 

as it is linear along the characteristic ray. 

The difficulty with this construction comes from the fact that it eventually fails 

due to multivaluedness. Some points in the interior of Q lie on k =constant rays 

emanating from several points on the boundaries. The situation is analogous with 

the 'Svave breaking" solution obtained when the unregularized Burgers' equation, 

another nonlinear, hyperbolic PDE, is solved using characteristics. To see how the 

multivaluedness shows up in this problem, it is instructive to consider an example at 

this point. Let dO. be an ellipse in the plane parameterized as (2cos(s),sin(5)) and 

le t  0  =  0  on  dQ,  and  k be  the  un i t  inward-poin t ing  normal .  In  th i s  case ,  0 (X,  Y)  

is just the minimum distance between (X, Y) and the ellipse. It's clear that any 

point on the interior of the ellipse lies on at least two boundary normals. Points 

inside a particular curve, referred to as the caustic of the ellipse, lie on four boundary 

normals. The caustic is the curve where the distance between (A', Y) and the ellipse, 

as expressed as a function of s has two vanishing derivatives for some s. This caustic 

will be the locus of points which lie at the center of the osculating circles to the ellipse. 

It's not hard to work out the form of this caustic for this simple example, which can 

be parametrised by (3/2cos^(s),3sin^(s)). The ellipse and the caustic are shown in 
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Fig. 3.1. 

2 

1 

0 

-1 

-2 

- 3 - 2 - 1 0  1  2  3  

FIGURE 3.1. Ellipse (2cos(s),sin(s)) and its caustic. 

The system in Eq. (3.6) can also be solved exactly using a Legendre transform to 

exchange the dependent and independent variables [47] [45]. Since V(A',V) X k = 0, 

V(/,g) X (X, F) = 0 as well (subscripts on V denote the variables with respect to which 

the differentiation is being performed). Thus there exists a potential 0(k) such that 

(X, r) = (3.22) 

and such that 0, and 0 are related by the Legendre transform 

Ellipse and Caustic 

V 

e{ X , Y )  +  e { f , g )  =  k - X .  (3.23) 

Substituting Eq. (3.22) into Eq. (3.6) yields, after a little manipulation, 
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a separable, linear equation in k  and (p. Many point defects can be found by setting 

0 = Fn{k) cos(n0) (3.25) 

Using this ansatz, Eq. (3.24) transforms into the separable linear equation 

k{{kB){Fn}k}k  -  n^{kB)k{Fr ,}  =  0. (3.26) 

The n = 0 solution of Eq. (3.26) corresponds to the target pattern, n = 1 

gives the convex disclination, n = 2 the saddle, and n = 3 the concave disclination. 

These hodograph solutions display the same kind of multivaluedness observed with 

the characteristics. Fig. 3.2, displays the constant phase contours (0= constant) 

for the case n = 3, which gives the exact solution for the concave disclination. The 

so lu t ion  i s  ob ta ined  by  so lv ing  X = Vk© for  k  and  (p  as  func t ions  of  A '  and  Y 

and then drawing the level curves of 9 using the Legendre transform. Notice the 

multi-valued structure along the rays a = tt/S, tt and on/3. The solution 0 = tc/2 

approaches from the right, meets the fold at the inner caustic, returns from a = 7r/3"*" 

to a = 7r/3~ along the circle = constant until it meets the outer caustics 

where it accesses the 0 = 7r/6 solution. 

The multivaluedness encountered in the unregularized phase diffusion equation 

can be eliminated by including the bilaplacian regularization term. Looking at Fig. 

(3.2) it is not too difficult to imagine that this regularization will introduce phase 

grain boundaries along a = 7r/3, TT, and OTT/S. Unfortunately, the introduction of the 

regularization eliminates the possibility of exactly solving the equation either with 

characteristics, or through the hodograph transform. 
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Sector of Multivalued Concave Disclination 
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FIGURE 3.2. Multivaluedness in the concave disclination. Compare to the regularized 
version shown in Fig. 2(a). 

3.3 The Regularized Equation 

3.3.1 Exact Solutions 

In order to find a selection criterion for choosing a single-valued weak solution from 

the above described multi-valued solutions, it is necessary to turn to the regularized 

stationary phase diffusion equation 

It is possible to find several exact solutions of Eq. (3.3) which correspond to features 

generally observed in roll patterns. The most obvious corresponds to straight, parallel 

rolls, and is given by k = ko, a constant. Somewhat more interesting is the "knee" 

solution, representing a horizontal PGB, and given by 

- V - k B - h  =  0. (3.27) 
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Q = X cos(7) + eln (3.28) 

(for ks = 1) where 7 is the angle between the pattern wavevector and the PGB. Since 

the phase diffusion equation is rotationally symmetric, producing knees of different 

orientations is trivial. The wavevector of the knee solution is given by 

This knee solution can also be interpreted in the following way : the zig-zag 

instability of the field of rolls 0 = koX with wavevector (AtojO), Atq < 1, saturates 

layer along the bisector of their constant phase contours. Moreover, notice that the 

Gaussian curvature of 0 given by Eq. (3.28) is zero. Also note that for the knee 

solution, the two terms of the energy in Eq. (3.1) exactly balance. 

The knee is an interesting solution, since it represents a pattern where the phase 

diffusion equation is not formally valid. Recall that in the derivation of the phase 

diffusion equation, it was necessary to assume that the pattern wavevector changed 

on a length scale which was long with respect to the roll wavelength of the pattern. 

This is not the case with the knee, and this is just the first example demonstrating 

that the Cross-Newell equation is useful in situations for which it is not formally valid. 

It seems that it might be possible to to find solutions corresponding to defects like 

concave disclinations, saddles, spines, etc. by combining knees. That is, to try to find 

piecewise solutions which would consist of knees of different orientations at different 

places in the plane. Unfortunately this construction is not possible, except in the 

limit e —>• 0, since the patched solutioa would be discontinuous on the boundaries of 

the patches. However, there is an exact solution for the saddle which is similar to 

that of the knee, 

(3.29) 

into a pair of roll fields {ka, +\/l — k^) and (Atq, — ŷ l — kl) separated by a boundary 
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© = eln ) (3.30) 

This solution goes to zero on the lines A' = Y tan 7, and sectors of the saddle solution 

resemble knees to within an exponentially small correction factor, concentrated at 

the core of the saddle. Thus sectors of this saddle solution can be used to create, for 

example, an exact concave disclination, by simply patching together six sectors of an 

7 = 7r/3 saddle with opposite signs, on the double cover of the plane (the image of 

the  p lane  under  the  map ( r ,  a )  ->  ( r ,  2a) ) .  

The above solutions are not necessarily stable when thought of as solutions to the 

full, time dependent problem. The straight rolls are only stable when k lies in the 

so called Busse balloon (see Sec. 1.4.1). The knee is only stable for certain values of 

7, which represent weak bending. If 7 is too large, the knee nucleates a concave and 

convex disclination pair, forming what is known as a "handle" [17]. This instability 

is especially interesting because it is fundamentally a director field instability. Since 

the V and X cannot be represented as vector field singularities, this instability does 

not exist if one considers only vector field solutions of the phase diffusion equation. 

This emphasizes the fundamental importance of studying the phase diffusion equation 

over the class of director fields. The temporal stability characteristics of the saddle 

solution have not been studied, but the resemblance with four knees suggests that 

the saddle will probably be unstable for values of 7 near 0 or 7r/2. 

3.3.2 Numerical Solution 

To help build intuition and understanding of the regularized phase diffusion equa

tion, it has been solved numerically. Eq. (3.3), is a fourth order, nonlinear, elliptic 

boundary v^alue problem, and consequently its numerical solution is computationally 

challenging. In addition, there is the added complication that k is a director field to 

consider. 
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It is possible to solve the stationary problem numerically by looking at long time 

solutions of the time dependent problem. To discretize the problem in space, it is first 

converted to polar coordinates. This has the advantage of allowing radial derivatives 

to be computed spectrally (i.e., using Fourier transforms), but it has another, hidden 

benefit. Recall that the director field k can be expressed as a vector field on a double 

cover of the plane, with the sheets of the cover connected along curves between the 

disclinations (see Sec. 1.4). In polar coordinates it's easy to look at one particular 

double cover of the plane, by simply using the map (r, a) -> (r, 20;). With this map, 

it is possible to examine director field singularities, of the regularized equation, as 

long as they're located at the origin, and thus, for example, one can simulate concave 

and convex disclinations. The double cover approach is still a somewhat limiting 

constraint, since a proper simulation of the equation over the class of director fields 

would allow for multiple defects which have the ability to move. It seems possible to 

model director fields in general by using the change of variables (A:, 0) = (>//, 7 7/2), 

but that problem is beyond the scope of the current work. 

The simulations of the transformed problem were computed on the aforementioned 

double cover of the plane with 65 radial gridpoints for 0 < r < IOTT, and 180 azimuthal 

gridpoints for 0 < a < 47r. The effective s was 1/5. The time stepping for the linear 

part of the equation was achieved using a second order, implicit, Crank-Nicholson 

method, while the stepping for the nonlinearity was handled by a two step Adams-

Bashforth scheme [40] [43]. Derivatives in the angular variable were computed on 

the double cover using spectral methods, and a compact finite difference scheme [39] 

was used to approximate the radial derivatives. This compact scheme is a variant 

of a Pade scheme, which allows for spectral like resolution in the evaluation of the 

radial derivatives, despite the fact that the domain isn't periodic. Once the radial and 

angular derivatives of 0 have been computed, k can be computed directly everywhere 

except at the origin. The value of k at the origin is computed with the formula 
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/ 0((5r, Q:)(0(5r, a) — 0(5r, a + 7r))(/( 
Jo 

which simply comes from averaging as computed using central differences with 

Cartesian coordinates at the origin over all orientations. The boundary conditions 

used were Dirichlet, requiring the specification of k on the boundary, and initial 

conditions were chosen to be "close" to the desired final pattern, in order to accelerate 

the convergence of the numerics. 

Some numerically calculated concave and convex disclinations are shown in Figs. 

4.14(a), and 4.15(a) respectively. Again, despite the fact that the phase diffusion 

equation is not formally valid at such defects, it is still possible to observe these 

disclinations as solutions of it. The Gaussian curvature of the phase surfaces for 

the concave and convex disclinations (as computed with the wavelet algorithm, see 

chapter 4) are shown in Figs. 4.14(c) and 4.15(c) respectively. Notice again that this 

curvature is small over most of the pattern, excluding the cores of the defects. 

3.3.3 The Self-Dual Reduction 

The observation that the Gaussian curvature of concave and convex disclinations 

is small, together with the previous observations that the knee has zero Gaussian 

curvature, and that the (multi-valued) phase surfaces constructed using the Riemann 

invariants also have zero Gaussian curvature allows one to exploit the following result. 

Consider the transformation given by 

(for simplicity, assume ke  =  1 from this point on.) Then, in all spatial dimensions 

eV^© = sG + sx, s = ±1, G = (3.32) 

+ VsxVkG = ~ VHl)V^G.  (3.33) 
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where J is the Jacobian matrix of the map x —> k. In two dimensions the right hand 

side simplifies considerably to where J = det J. Thus, if J = 0, and boundary 

conditions are chosen such that the two terms in the free energy (3.1) balance 

exactly [17], i.e. 

£V20 = sG, s = ±1, G = +v^. (3.34) 

Such solutions are referred to as self-dual. ^ 

There is, of course, the difficulty of boundary conditions. Solutions of the sec

ond order self-dual equations (3.34) generally will not satisfy the general boundary 

conditions which can be specified with Eq. (3.27), If the boundary conditions are 

not compatible, this will appear as nonhomogeneous boundary conditions of x in Eq. 

(3.33). This question will be addressed several times in section 3.4, but the basic idea 

is to seek to minimize the free energy F under boundary conditions compatible with 

Eq. 3.34. Such solutions are the most relevant and will approximate the general case 

to within boundary corrections which contribute little to the overall energy. 

If Eq. 3.34 holds, and one makes the (ver\' good) approximation that = 

(1 —fc^)^, there is a further simplification which linearizes Eq. 3.34. (This linearization 

is still useful even when higher order terms in the expansion of G^ are taken in 

account.) The transformation 

0 = egln^f, 9 = ssgn(l - fc^) (3.35) 

turns Eq. (3.34) into the Helmholz equation 

- ̂  = 0. (3.36) 

^The tenninolog>- "self-dual" is borrowed from quantum field theory. This concept is used to 
achieve a reduction from fourth to second order in the Yang-Mills field equations. There, as here, 
the reduction is effected by making the ansatz of energj- equipartition. 
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If J is not everywhere zero, or if the boundary conditions of x iiot homogeneous, 

the approximation (3.33) must be used instead. It is easy to show [17] that the change 

of variables (3.35), along with x = gives the coupled equations 

e2y2^_(l^^)^ = 0 (3.37) 

e^Vh-{l + x)v = -AJ^-K (3.38) 

A J localized on point and line defects produces values of x in tlie bulk which decay 

away from defects, and, while important, are "small" deformations of Eq. (3.36). 

In what follows assume that x can be safely ignored, although such a step must be 

justified a posteriori. 

The asymptotic solutions of Eq. (3.36) can then be exploited to locate phase 

grain boundaries. To see this, consider solving Eq. (3.36) (see [17]) on a convex 

region f2, and suppose dO. is a constant phase contour, and assume fcs = 1. Without 

loss of generality, given the director field nature of k, assume that © increases inward 

from the boundary, and thus that V^0 < 0 everywhere inside Q, so that s = — 1 

everywhere. Let r(X, X') be the Green's function for the Helmholtz operator —1. 

It's easy to show [38] that for [X — X'j of order 1, 

Thus 

-/-(X) = +|X-X'(s)|)<is (3.40) 

where n is the outward normal to d Q ,  and d s  is the line element on 50, and X' lies on 

the boundary. Since 0 is constant on the boundary, the argument of the exponential 

is just the distance function. Because of the presence of e in the denominator of the 
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exponential, one can use the method of steepest descent to approximate this integral, 

in the limit e —>• 0. The principle contribution to •^(X) comes from the points X, on 

the boundary for which the distance function is minimized, i.e., those points which 

lie closest to X. Thus, X lies on the inward normal of the boundary through the 

point Xg, and furthermore, if there is a unique boundary point which minimizes 

the distajice, then 0(X) = ©(X,) + |X — Xg|. This is exactly the result obtained 

by considering the characteristics of the unregularized equation. However, this new 

construction has a way to deal with the multivaluedness. 

For a locus of points Xp which lie on a curve inside Q, the distance function is 

minimized by exactly two points, and consequently lies on two boundary normals. 

In the unregularized case this meant a multi-valued phase surface at Xp, but in this 

case, ip looks like the sura of two exponentials and is exactly the knee solution given 

in Eq. 3.28, as long as the phase grain boundary is straight, and the knee angle 

is constant along it. Thus the solution of the regularized phase diffusion equation 

removes the problem of multivaluedness by inserting PGBs or shocks. The PGB 

has zero Gaussian curvature, so the assumptions on which the Helmholtz equation 

were derived still hold. Standard dimensionality arguments show that the locus of 

points X G n which are equidistant from two distinct boundary points form a one 

dimensional curve. Furthermore, there is generically a zero dimensional set of isolated 

points which lie equidistant from three distinct boundary points. Such points lie at 

the intersection of phase grain boundaries and correspond to either spines or concave 

disclinations. However, since such structures do not have zero Gaussian curvature, 

this must be accounted for in the analysis. Points which lie equidistant from four or 

more boundary points correspond to the intersection of more than three phase grain 

boundaries, and will not occur without special symmetries on the form of Q. Thus 

saddles are not stable solutions of the stationary regularized phase diffusion equation, 

with respect to small perturbations of boundary data, while concave disclinations are 

[45]. 
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The steepest descent argument also breaks down at points where the distance 

function |X — X'(s)| has two or more nonvanishing derivatives. This occurs when X 

is the center of an osculating circle of the boundary at a point of maximum curva

ture. Such points lie at the end of phase grain boundaries, and are called terminal 

disclinations. 

3.4 Asymptotics of Minimizers 

This section considers the asymptotic behavior of the free energy in the limit e —>• 0. 

Recall that the free energy (3.1) for the regularized phase diffusion equation in the 

case when C^^k) = (1 — k-Y is, when multiplied by e~S given by 

where the domain Q will, from now on, be taken to be a simply connected domain 

in the plane. In general consider this energy functional on the class of functions with 

fixed Dirichlet boundary conditions: 

where a(s) and /3(s) are both smooth functions on the boundary parameterized with 

respect to arclength s. 

This discussion will compare the minimizers to the self- dual solutions associated 

to a special subclass of the possible boundary conditions. Since the self-dual equations 

are second order, their solutions are already determined by specifying 0|an = a(s). 

Hence, let /?(s) = 5„05D|an, where the self-dual solution corresponding to a{s) is 

d e n o t e d  b y  0 ^ ^ .  T h i s  c h o i c e  o f  / 3 ( s ) ,  g e n e r a t e s  a  s u b c l a s s  o f  s e l f  d u a l  s o l u t i o n s  i n  A .  

Although P (and hence also >t) is now e-dependent, in the limit as e 0, —> 1. 

To begin the analysis of the free energy rewrite it as follows: 

(3.41) 

A = { e e  H H t t ]  :  e l a n  =  a ( s ) ,  ̂ | « !  =  / 3 W }  (3.42) 
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£ ^ ( 0 )  =  f  k ^ f d X +  2  [ { ' V - k ) i l - k ' ' ) d X  
Jn Jn 

=  [  - k f - e - ' ^ H l - k y ) ^ d X  
Jn 

+ 2 / (1 - k ^ ) k  - h d s - A  [  k • Vk • k d X .  (3.43) 
Jan Jn 

The term /gfj(l — k'^)k • fids goes to zero as e 0, cis long as the defect does not 

intersect the boundarj' of Q. In special cases (see example 3 below) defects will 

intersect the boundary, and this term must be considered. Now consider evaluating 

Eq. 3.43 on test functions in A .  These values serve as upper bounds for the minimal 

value of 5^. A natural candidate for such a test function is 650• hope is that, 

because the Gaussian curvature of the phase surface is almost everywhere zero, the 

upper bound obtained by using ©Ip will be close to the free energy associated with 

the minimizer. If one evaluates (3.43) on this solution the first term vanishes since 

the integrand is precisely the self-dual operator. However, does not satisfy the 

variational equation (3.27). Energetically, the mismatch is represented by the last 

term in (3.43). Now suppose the defect locus F is a straight line segment which shall 

be taken to be parallel to the z-axis. Also suppose that on the boundary, k is normal 

to do. and pointing inside fi. In this case Eq. (3.43) gives the bound 

< —4 f • Vk5£j • k5£)dX. (3.44) 
J n  

It can be shown [18] that this integral asymptotically has its support concentrated 

along r, and Eq. 3.44 can be transformed into 

£ ' { & )  =  - 1 / 3  [ 0 ^ ] ^ d J V  +  C » ( e )  

where [0^] is the jump of this derivative across F. 

(3.45) 
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The lower bound is considered. This procedure follows an approach used by Jin 

and Kohn [42] in the context of thin film blisters. The idea is to seek a vector function 

of k, call it 5(k) such that 

f V • S(k)dX < r(k) 
Jo. 

for all k. The term on the left will in fact be independent of k € since by the 

divergence theorem it is equal to a boundary integral. As a guide to choosing 5, one 

observes that 

V • 5(k) = 5(i,/)0a'a: + ('^(i.s) + S{2J))QXY + 'S'(2,j,)0ry, 

where denotes the partial derivative of the first component of 5 with respect 

to /. One then tries to find an S whose partial derivatives can be related to the 

integrand of £^. The following choice, made by Jin and Kohn 

5(k) = 2 (-1/3/^ - // + /, 1/3^^ + g f  -  g ) '  (3.46) 

has partial derivatives proportional to (1 —P): Sif = 2(1 —A:^), (5ig + 52/) = 0, S2g — 

—2(1 — k^). Using this gives the following estimate for the integrand, 

V-5(k) = 2(l-A:2)(0xx-0yy) (3.47) 

< f(0A'A' — 0v"y)^ + ~ 

= f(0XA' + 0ry)^ + ~ ~ 4e0xx0yr) 

< e(V • k)^ + ~ ~ 4e(0xA:0yy' — ©xr)-

Modulo the last term, this gives the desired inequality. However, this term, which 

is proportional to the Hessian [0,0] and equal to J, is a perfect divergence 2J = 

V • {fgy - gfv.gfx - fgxY- Since for this problem k approaches magnitude 1 in e 

everywhere on the boundary, this gives 

/ 2[0,0]dX = ( b  k ' ^ { s ) d ( p { s ]  winding number of fc around 90; 
J n  J d n  
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i.e. it is asymptotically a purely topological invariant of the boundary data and 

therefore  the  las t  term,  when in tegrated over  f i ,  i s  0{e) .  

In the interests of keeping things concrete, this discussion will close by focusing on 

several examples. In the first example, fi is a domain whose boundary is an ellipse, 

with major axis along the A"-axis. The defect locus F is the horizontal segment on the 

A'-axis whose two endpoints are located at the two curvature centers of the ellipse and 

k|an is proportional to n. This choice of k on the boundary is justified a posteriori 

by checking the asymptotic behavior of the self-dual solution. It is straightforward 

to check that 5(k) • n = —4/3(/^ — g^). Combining this lower estimate with (3.45) 

gives 

-4/3 < f  (02^ - e l ) d s  + 0 { e )  < S ' i k ' )  < -1/3 f  + 0 { e ) .  (3.48) 
Jan Jr  

Using the parameterization 

.Y = (acos(i), 6sin(t)) (a > b) 

the lower and upper bounds can be respectively represented as 

i In I  tr\1 r\1\j . /o 6^ COS^(f) — sin^(t) 
-4/3 ( b  { Q x  - 0v-)c/s - 4/3 / 2i+\ 2 • 2/^ ' 

Jdci  Jo y / b ^ c o s ^ l t ) + a ^ s i n [ t )  
-aizii /i _ aU-' \ 3/2 

One may check that these two bounds are equal so that, as e —> 0, the asymptotic 

value of ^'^(k^) is squeezed between these two values and can therefore be evaluated 

by either of the above integrals. 

What is remarkable about this result is that whereas J is zero away from F, it is 

not zero in the neighborhood of F, where all the free energy resides, unlike the case of 

the "knee" solution (4.41). Rather, the solutions in the neighborhood of F resemble 

a slowly varying knee where, in the e 0 limit, the angle the phase contour makes 

with the line defect F changes slowly along F. So even though the boundary layer 
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solutions of Eqs. 3.27, and 3.36 may not agree, in the limit e —)• 0, their jumps [0°-]) 

as functions of X measured along F do. 

A second example is the case of the stadium (see Fig. 3.3), consisting of horizontal 

stripes with two semicircular ends. The constant phase contours retain this shape, 

and the line defect is the straight line joining the centers of curvature of the semi

circles (which are convex disclinations). One finds 

Lower Bound = —4/3 J 2(/^ — g ^ ) d X  

=  - s / z  j - d x  =  

Upper Bound = -l/3(-2)' / d X  =  ?«(r),  
Jv 3 

where £(r) is the length of F. In the lower bound there is no dominant contribution 

from the circular parts of the boundary. The integral over these portions goes like 

e log e. While this is stronger than the endpoint contribution for the ellipse, which is 

0(e), it nevertheless vanishes in the limit. 

The third example is the saddle configuration (see Fig. 1.7c), a combination of 

four knees which produces a pattern with cross shaped phase contours, for which 

there is an exact solution of Eq. 3.27 

^  ^  ,  X  cos 7 , „ , F sin 7 , , 
0 = —eln2cosh he In 2 cosh . (3.49) 

€ e 

This is illustrative for several reasons. First, it is an exact solution of Eq. 3.27. 

Second, since the phase grain boundaries K = 0 and X = 0 intersect the boundary 

of every compact region Q, the calculation of 2 / / JdXdY is no longer the winding 

number because k is not uniformly one on the boundary'. Nevertheless, taking VL to 

be a square of side 2L centered at the origin, the upper and lower bounds are exactly 

equcd, and are given by 
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(3.50) 

In the limit e = 0, this is equal to the sum of the length of the PGB (2L) multiplied 

by 1/3 of the jump of the normal component of the wavevector across the two PGBs 

(8 cos^ 7 and 8 sin^ 7 for the vertical and horizontal PGBs respectively). Notice that 

the individual sectors of the saddle both resemble a knee closely, and have solutions 

which go to 0 at their boundaries X = tan 'jY. Thus saddle sectors are ideal for cre

ating composite solutions of the stationary phase diffusion equation by juxtaposition. 

For example, the concave disclination can be constructed by setting 6 saddle sectors 

of 7 = 7r/3 and alternating signs next to each other on the double cover of the plane. 

Although the knee solution is self-dual, the 0 given by Eq. 3.49 doesn't quite 

make it. A little calculation shows that, for Eq. 3.49, J is 

and is supported near X = Y = 0 (in the limit e —)• 0, it is a Dirac 5 function). 

Moreover, as given by the transformation (3.35), satisfies (5 must be chosen to be 

±1 depending on the sign of V^0 which changes sign across the "obstacles", the lines 

(3.51) 

Y = ±X cot 7) 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter lends support to the idea that singular objects seen arising in far from 

threshold fluid convection patterns may be expressed as weak solutions of a phase dif
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fusion equation. These solutions appear as piecewise ruled surfaces whose equiphase 

contours describe the bright and dark convection rolls in the pattern. Numerical 

simulations have been performed on the phase equation, which demonstrate solu

tions that correspond to actual structures observed in patterns. In addition, several 

exact solutions to the phase diffusion equation which appear in real patterns have 

been demonstrated, including the saddle solution, which appears to be an impor

tant building block for other, more general solutions. Moreover, it has been shown 

that, in many problems the Gaussian curvature for the phase surfaces condenses onto 

point and line singularities as e —)• 0, and, for problems where there is only a single 

isolated defect and no boundary constraints, that the Gaussian curvature condenses 

onto points. Finally, encouraged by the vanishing of Gaussian curvature in large re

gions of the pattern, a self dual reduction is carried out on the equation, and this 

reduced equation has been shown to admit solutions which are exponentially close to 

the solutions of the full phase equation. Furthermore, the self dual solutions provide 

convenient upper bounds on the energy of the solutions of the full equations, often 

allowing one to trap such solutions between two converging energy bounds. 



FIGURE 3.3. Stadium pattern. 
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Chapter 4 

A Wavelet Based Algorithm for Order 

Parameter Extraction 

4.1 Introduction 

As has been demonstrated in the previous chapters, it is important to be able to 

extract order parameter information from experimental patterns. For patterns locally 

dominated by rolls, some of the appropriate order parameters are ([44], [45], [47], [17]): 

• k(x) = V 9  =  i f { x ,  y ) , g { x , y ) )  the local wave director field. 

• A(k^x), the local amplitude, almost everywhere slaved to A: = [kj (i.e. A is an 

algebraic function of k almost everywhere). 

• In fluid convection problems there is also the presence of u(x), the mean drift 

horizontal velocity field, driven by gradients in the pattern wave vector, also 

a l m o s t  e v e r y w h e r e  s l a v e d  t o  k .  

Specifically, [46] u = Vx(^-i), Q  = (Vxu)-2 = = (7k x V(V • k A ^ { k ) ) ) - z  

where is the local vertical vorticity and 'J the stream function. 

Additional important functionals of the order parameters are: 

•  J { x )  =  f x Q y  —  f y Q i ,  the Jacobian of the map from x to k, which is proportional 

t o  t h e  G a u s s i a n  c u r v a t u r e  o f  t h e  p h a s e  s u r f a c e  6 { x ,  y ) .  

• roll curvature K, which, when A: = 1 is proportional to V • k. 

• L = |V X k( = ll/yl - l^ill, which is zero except at points and on line defects 

(AGB's). 
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• C'(r) = (k(x) • k(x + r)) / ( k ^ ) ,  the correlation function of the pattern. 

Recall the important fact for roll patterns that k is globally a director field, rather 

than a vector field and thus k is indistinguishable from —k. However, for any point x 

in the pattern away from defects and grain boundaries one can find a neighborhood of 

that point in which k can be converted into a continuous local vector field, albeit with 

an arbitrary, but consistent, choice of sign. Derivatives of the wave director field are 

well defined away from defects, but functionals which are linear in k and its deriva

tives, like K and L, are arbitrary up to a choice of sign. The quadratic functionals 

do not have this difficulty, and thus the signs of J, C, and u are meaningful. 

For the most part the phase equation description of patterns discussed in chapters 

1, and 3 is mainly useful for quantitative descriptions of local structures or for giving 

a useful qualitative picture of the global behavior. Except for simple configurations, 

however, the global computation of k, A{k, x) and u(x) from the theory is in general 

too difficult. Therefore, in order to understand the behavior of patterns which come 

either from experiments or from numerical simulations of the physical equations, it 

is important to be able to measure k(x) and A{k,x.) directly from the given data. 

Furthermore, the measured fields must be sufficiently robust and smooth to allow 

the calculation of functionals such as u(x), J, K and L, and C(r). In particular, a 

knowledge of J(x) allow^s one to count concave and convex disclinations. A knowledge 

of K allows one to estimate mean drift and in particular to determine when it is zero, 

as it is, for example, when k and V/T are parallel. A knowledge of A{k,x) and the 

locus of points where it is slaved and unslaved (e.g. near its local zeros) tells one about 

dislocations. The function C(r) allows the computation of the correlation length of 

the pattern, i.e. the typical distance between defects. 

The aim of this chapter is to describe a representation of the data which allows 

the easy extraction of the local order parameters. This description will hinge on 

the existence of a transform of the data which is local both in wave vector and 
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physical space. There are several such transforms available, but for reasons which 

will be described below, the continuous wavelet transform allows for the most precise 

extraction of local amplitude and wave vector information from a signal. Section 

4.2 describes this method in the context of a one dimensional signal. Section 4.3 

extends the result to two-dimensional signals, and section 4.4 details the numerical 

implementation of the algorithm. Section 4.5 contains some one and two-dimensional 

examples. In Section 4.6, this wavelet algorithm is used to analyze numerical models 

of, and experimental patterns taken from, Rayleigh-Benard convection over a large 

range of Prandtl numbers. Finally, Appendix A carries the asymptotic analysis used 

in the derivation of the algorithm to a higher order, and produces correction terms, 

in the context of one dimensional signals. 

4.2 Wavelet Analysis of a one Dimensional Signal 

4.2.1 Notation and Definitions 

This section focuses on one dimensional signals s { x )  in order to present the main 

ideas in a simple framework. The extension to two dimensions is addressed in Section 

4.3. The signals to be addressed here are locally periodic and given by 

where X  =  e x ,  0 = e 6 ,  and k(X) = dO/dx = dQfdX varies over distances (the 

pattern aspect ratio) much larger than the pattern wavelength. The function F is 

periodic, and thus it is expanded into its Fourier series. The goal is to extract the value 

of k, together with a measure of the signal amplitude of each Fourier harmonic at each 

point X of this signal, being particularly concerned with computing the wavenumber 

and amplitude of the mode, n = r, which contains the most power. This is often, 

but not always, the fundamental mode (i.e. r = 1). This real valued combination. 

(4.1) 
n 
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A r { X )  c o s ( r d ) ,  consisting of a slowly varying amplitude and a QTT periodic function of 

the phase whose gradient varies slowly, can serve as a global order parameter for the 

pattern [45]. 

Several techniques for the analysis of signals in the space-wavenumber (time-

frequency) domain are well known. Among them are the Fourier transform, the 

Hilbert transform, and the Gabor and wavelet transforms. The Fourier transform 

allows one to extract the frequency components of a signal, but it is non-local in 

space, which limits its use in extracting slowly varying wavenumbers. 

The Hilbert transform (for signals belonging to L^(R)) is often used to extract 

local frequency information from a signal. Define the analytic signal Zs{x) associated 

with s{x) by 

where H = —iT~^aT is the Hilbert transform, T  is the Fourier tramsform J ^ { s ) ( k )  =  

s{k), a{s){k) = sgn(/:)s(A:), and is the inverse Fourier transform. One can write 

the analytic signal ^ as 

and define 0s(2:), <Pj(x) and >ls(x) to be the original signal phase, wavenumber and 

amplitude respectively. 

The Hilbert transform has the advantage of simplicity, and it is known to perform 

this extraction well on certain classes of signals. However, it fails when the signal 

^Za(x) can be expressed as the convolution 

Consequently, as long as / is analytic in a neighborhood of the real line, Z , { x )  must be analytic 
in the upper half plane (Just integrate along the semicircular contour surrounding the lower half 
plane). 

Zs(x) = [1 + i'H](s)(x), (4.2) 

Zs = As{ x )  exp i 4 > s { x )  (4.3) 
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contains high Fourier harmonics, and it does not extend to two dimensions, since the 

notion of a sgn function in two dimensions is not unique [50]. Furthermore, it does 

not sepaxate the dominajit spectral lines of a signal made up of a sum of harmonics, 

such as 

ATI{X) cos KNIX)DX^ . (4.4) 

In this case, the Hilbert transform does not allow one to extract Ar and kr, but 

rather it returns a non slowly varying amplitude and phase (see Figs. 4.8, 4.9) This 

drawback of the Hilbert transform stems from the fact that it is completely nonlocal 

in wavenumber. To remedy this difficulty, it is necessary to seek a similar method 

which retains some degree of localization, both in wavenumber and in real space. 

With the Gabor transform, the signal is multiplied by a given window function 

W(x) (usually a Gaussian) and then Fourier transformed. With an appropriate choice 

of window this transform is local in both space and wavenumber. The Gabor trans

form of s reads (* denotes complex conjugate) 

/

+00 

s(x)l'F*(x - (4.5) 
•OO 

This transform, while very appropriate for analyzing a signal with narrow frequency 

bandwidth, is limited by the fixed window size. Because of this constraint, it is ill 

suited for the analysis of signals with widely varying frequency content, as is the case 

in strongly chirped signals, or for the extraction of multiple modes from a signal. 

There are at least two ways to remedy these difficulties with the Gabor transform. 

One is to introduce em extra parameter, corresponding to a chirp in the Gabor trans

form [48]. Another is to use instead the wavelet transform, which has the property 

that the width of the window function is allowed to vary. In order to avoid the extra 
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computational complexity that this chirp parameter introduces, this chapter concerns 

itself only with the wavelet transform. 

The continuous wavelet transform [58], [59], [60], [61] is defined as 

with a £ and b E R. The function IJJ is called the wavelet. The two parameters, 

a and b control the dilation of the wavelet, and its translation, respectively. The 

wavelet transform is very reminiscent of a windowed Fourier transform, with one 

important difference. The wavelet transform automatically allows one to look more 

closely at regions in the signal containing small scale variations, and would thus 

appear more appropriate than the Gabor transform in dealing with chirped signals, 

and near defects, where the scale of the signal changes rapidly (see fig 4.1). 

To use the wavelet transform, one must first choose a wavelet with which to work. 

The Morlet wavelet will be used in the analysis which follows, because it produces 

the best localization, both in space and wavenumber ^ Furthermore, the resulting 

integrals are easy to compute analytically. The Morlet wavelet, with parameter atq, 

is defined as 

where the parameter ko is an order one constant which simply determines the number 

of oscillations under the Gaussian envelope of the wavelet. The wavenumber of the 

wavelet is given by ko/a (see 4.2). It is a fixed parameter which can be chosen to 

^The Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

J { x  -  x ) ^  f { x ) d x  •  J ( k  —  k ) ^ f { k ) d k  <  1. 

Its easy to see that the Morlet wavelet in fact achieves this minimum. 
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FIGURE 4.1. Examples of the Morlet wavelet and Gabor functions as the wavenumber 
of the wavelet changes. 

optimize the analysis of a given signal (see Sec. 4.2.2). Note that whatever the value 

of ko, the Morlet wavelet is not an admissible wavelet in the strict sense [58], [59], as 

it has nonzero mean. However, because the wavelet transform in never inverted in 

the analysis which follows, the strict adherence to this condition is not necessary. 

Please note that the reasons behind the choice of the wavelet over the Gabor 

transform are not particularly relevant for the signals arising in almost periodic pat

terns. However, the wavelet transform does give a distinct advantage over the Gabor 

transform in some of the other signals which will be considered in section 4.5.1. 
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FIGURE 4.2. Examples of the Morlet wavelet ^ and its Fourier transform tp for 
ko = 5, and varying a. Notice that as a is decreases, the width of the wavelet in 
Fourier space increases and its center moves to the right. This is in contrast with the 
Gabor transform, in which the Fourier transform of the Gabor function translates 
across Fourier space with no change in shape. 

4.2.2 The Transform of an Asymptotic Signal 

The wavelet transform of a signal of the form of eq. (4.1), using the Morlet wavelet 

reads, 

T.(a,B) = ^£j2MX)cos (jeCX)) X 

where X = ex and B = eft. Notice that if  t h e  w avenumber of the wavelet (ko/a) is 

a=.5, ko/a=10 

-4llr-

I 

(B) ,  a=.25, ^a=20 

> 0.0 

(C) a=-167, IC(/a=30 

3- 0.0 

<3-2-10 1 2  3  - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3  -3 -2-10 1 2  3  

0.20 

)  10 20  30 40 0  10 20  30 40  0  10 20  30 40 
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held fixed, then ko determines the spatial and wavenumber localization of the Morlet 

wavelet. Decreasing ko (holding ko/a fixed) makes the wavelet more local in real 

space, but broadens its Fourier transform, and vice versa 

Since the entire reason for introducing the wavelet is to perform a local analysis 

on the signal, it is desirable, especially in signals containing defects, that ko should 

be chosen as small as possible. However, one is always forced to work with the 

constraint that ko should be sufficiently large in order to ensure that the wavelet is 

narrow enough in Fourier space to separate signal harmonics. If the wavelet is too 

broad to separate the individual Fourier harmonics of the signal, it will suffer from 

the same problems that plague the Hilbert transform; that is to say, it will not return 

a slowly varying amplitude and wavenumber (see Fig. 4.5(a)). For the signals used 

in this chapter, a value of Atq = 3 to 5 is usually appropriate. Eq. 4.8 relates the 

wavelet transform of a signal, which can be computed numerically, to the amplitude 

and phase of its Fourier components. To invert this relation, the right hand side of 

Eq. 4.8 needs to be approximated. Since atq is an order one constant, it is appropriate 

to use Laplace's method to approximate this integral, as it is dominated by the fast 

decay of the Gaussian amplitude of the wavelet. If, however, ko is chosen to be 

large (to separate higher modes for example), it may become more appropriate to use 

alternative asymptotic methods, such as steepest descent, or stationary phase, as the 

integral becomes increasingly dominated by the rapid oscillations of the signal and 

the wavelet. However, since the purpose here is primarily to extract the fundamental 

mode, Laplace's method is the most appropriate. 

To justify the use of Laplace's method, observe that the main contribution to 

^The Fourier transform of the dilated Morlet wavelet, ip{x/a) is given by 

a Gaussian centered at ko/a with width proportional to 1/a. Thus if ko/a is fixed, increasing ko 
decreases the width of the Fourier transform on the dilated wavelet (see Fig. 4.3). 
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FIGURE 4.3. Examples of the Morlet wavelet ^ and its Fourier transform ip for 
ko/a = 10, and varying Atq. Notice that as ko increases the wavelet becomes broader 
in real space and narrower in Fourier space. 

the integral comes from a small region in space centered at the peak of the wavelet 

{X = B). Near this point, the phase is expanded to second order and the amplitudes 

of the signal modes are expanded as 

/=0 
(4.9) 

With these expansions, the wavelet transform becomes 
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exp Q($„,(.,a)(B) + (^ - + ) <'X 

(4.10) 

= E 
TT 6 *^/2g^*^Ti,(a»S)(^) 

^1 -

N  

E4"(B)^lTexp 
—a^e^T^ 

1=0 
l\ dr^ ' _ ^=n.<a.B,(S)A 

(4.11) 

Note that' denotes differentiation with respect to X ,  .-l_„ = and, for bre\'ity, 

< ^ ' n , ( a , B ) ( X )  =  n e { X )  -  k o  •  (4.12) 

The rest of this section will restrict the discussion to the term of dominant order 

{I = 0) in the amplitude expansion. The higher order corrections are discussed in 

Appendix A. The amplitude \Tn{a,B)\ and the phase ^n(a, 5) of each term in eq. 

(4.11) are 

|r„(a,S)| = 

yf^„(5)eXp ( '''('^n.(a.B)(g))' 

(l + e2a"($';(„,^)(5))2)V4 
(4.13) 

and 

^n(a,B) = -^n,(a,S)(B) - -
1 

+ 

-arctan(ea2$'^,(„,g)(5)) (4.14) 
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respectively. 

This is an asymptotic approximation to the wavelet transform of a signal s(ar). 

This gives enough information to invert Eqs. (4.13)-(4.14) to compute the amplitudes 

An, and the phase 0 of the analytic signal. This inversion must be performed for each 

value of B, and now the following section discusses a convenient way of accomplishing 

this. 

4.2.3 The Ridge of the Transform 

Observe that the system (4.13)-(4.14), is a two parameter family of equations relating 

the amplitudes and phases of the Fourier modes of the signal to its wavelet transform. 

The goal is to find these amplitudes and phases for every point B in the signal. To 

do this one must invert Eq. (4.11), which is a diflBcult task. To simplify' things, 

however, one can take advantage of the extra information in the wavelet transform. 

Specifically, for a given 5, this inversion of Eq. (4.11) can be performed for any value 

of a. Thus, in the interest of computational convenience, define the so-called ridge of 

the wavelet transform, a curve ar{B) on which Eq. (4.11) will be inverted, (following 

[49]) as the set of points in (a, B) space where the wavenumber of the signal matches 

the wavenumber of the wavelet, at the center of the wavelet, X = 5, i.e. 

^n,(ar(B),B)(-®) — 0- (4-15) 

Note that the ridge is a multivalued function of B with a separate component for each 

Fourier mode present in the signal. There are other definitions for the ridge which are 

often used. For example, it is common practice to define the ridge as the points where 

the modulus of the wavelet transform is maximal in a for a given B [51]. This ridge 

definition is not equivalent to Eq. (4.15), although they do agree to leading order in 

€ (see eq. (4.18)). The ridge definition in eq. (4.15) is the most useful here because 
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the wavelet transform reduces greatly on this ridge, allowing the efficient inversion of 

eq. (4.11). 

Using the Morlet wavelet, the definition (4.15) becomes: 

n k ( B )  = r!e;(B) = (4.16) 

Thus the ridge is a curve from which it is easy to obtain the frequency modulation 

of the signal. On the nth component of the ridge, the wavelet transform reads, to 

leading order 

where all but one of the components of the sum over n have been made 0(e)  by 

choosing ko sufficiently large (A:o > —V^n In (e/2)). The amplitude of the wavelet 

transform on the ridge is 

a multiple of the amplitude of the nth Fourier component of the analytic signal A„. 

Furthermore, with the Morlet wavelet, 

<(a,fl)(5)=n0';(B) (4.19) 

(notice that <^" in fact has no dependence on a). Using eq. (4.16), eq. (4.19) can be 

written as 
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Thus, once the location of the ridge is known, both frequency and amplitude modula

tion laws for the signal are readily calculated, via equations (4.16), (4.18), and (4.20). 

The problem thus reduces to one of ridge location. 

It is important to note that the particular definition of the ridge was chosen to 

permit the efficient inversion of Eqs. (4.13), and (4.14). Clearly, the result of the 

inversion does not depend on the particular definition of the ridge. The choice made 

here is simply the most convenient one for this purpose. 

4.2.4 Ridge Location 

The form of eq. (4.13) suggests one possible approximation to the ridge. Since the 

wavelet transform, up to a small correction, is maximal on the ridge, search for the 

ridge by looking at local maxima of the wavelet transform. This approximation is 

accurate up to a corrective term which is determined by the chirp of the signal in 

the denominator of eq. (4.13), and has the advantage of determining the dominant 

component of the ridge, i.e., the ridge component corresponding to the Fourier mode 

of the signal with the most energy. 

A more direct and accurate way to locate the ridge is to investigate the phase of 

the wavelet transform on the a =constant curves in (a, B) space. On such a curve 

through the point {ar{B),B), 

^ I' - 2 (1 + (.na')?(B)/fco)) j • 
Equation (4.21) provides a method for locating the ridge. The left hand side of the 

equation is known from direct computation, which allows one to simply solve the 

nonlinear equation (4.21) for ar(B) for each B in the signal. 

Observe that the second term on the right-hand side of eq. (4.21) is considerably 

smaller than the first. This correction term will not be considered in this section, but 

it \vill be taken into account in appendix A, which also introduces corrections due 
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to amplitude variations. These corrections become important when the amplitude of 

the signal gets small, or begins to vary on the fast spatial scales."* Ignoring the small 

terms, the ridge can be found by solving a nonlinear algebraic equation for ar{B), 

Eq. (4.22) can be solved numerically using an iterative scheme (see Sec. 4.4). Note 

that the algorithm implied from eq. (4.22), without the corrections due to the higher 

order terms, was originally derived by Tchamitchiaji et al. [49] in the regime ko « 1/e 

(as implied by their use of the stationary phase method to evaluate the integral in eq. 

(4.8)). However, choosing a smaller value for Atq produces a more spatially localized 

wavelet, and allows the computation of corrections to Eq. 4.22 which depend on 

the derivatives of the wavenumber and amplitude. This will be discussed further in 

appendix .A.. 

4.3 Generalization to Two Dimensions 

There have been previous attempts at the spatial frequency analysis of images using 

a variational approach, Gabor transforms, and AM-FM image representation [52], 

[53], [48], [54], [55] An alternate approach is suggested here, which is an extension 

of the basic algorithm discussed above to two dimensions, using a family of wavelets 

generated by a function ^ of the form 

with a , 6  E  R ,  a  >  0 ,  0  <  6  <  2 n ,  and b € The matrix Re represents the 

rotation operator. Because the corrections discussed in appendix A are much more 

"•Near amplitude minima in the signed the individual ridge components of the wavelet transform 
are observed to split and become multivalued. This behavior is not well understood at the present 
time, and further discussion is beyond the scope of this work. 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 
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complicated in two dimensions, the wavelet transform is only expanded to leading 

order in this section. Consequently the two dimensional field s(x) is expressed in 

terms of the microscopic variables (x and b). A directional wavelet is used, at the 

extra cost of the additional parameter 9, because the determination of the wave vector 

of the pattern is then more precise. Alternatively, cylindrically symmetric wavelets 

could be used in a first pass to detect the magnitude of the pattern wave vector [50]. 

The wavelet transform of a two dimensional function is an object which varies 

over 4 parameters, while the ridge of the transform is a surface in the 4-d space which 

describes the values of a and 9 which make the wave vector of the wavelet match the 

wave vector of the signal. The multivaluedness of the ridge is more fundamental in two 

dimensional patterns, due to the presence of ampUtude and phase grain boundaries, 

since near such defects the ridge of even a single mode signal will consist of two 

surfaces corresponding to the wavevector on both sides of the grain boundary. 

The wavelet transform is generalized to higher dimensions in the obvious way, 

namely 

where the normalization constant is now The Morlet wavelet also generalizes to 

higher dimensions as 

where for convenience ko = fco(l, 0). 

The analysis of the one dimensional case carries over directly into higher dimen

sions. It is important to note that it is still possible to choose ATQ in such a way as 

to remove contributions from the higher harmonics to the wavelet transform, and 

consequently only signals with a single mode are considered here. Define the ridge as 

the surface in wavelet parameter space which satisfies: 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 
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Vx$(a^(b),fl^{b),b)(b) = 0, (4.26) 

where, as before, $ is the total phase of the integrand, namely 

«(«,»)(:!:) = «(x) - kc 

With this choice of wavelet Laplace's method can again be used to expand the wavelet 

transform in a neighborhood of b. Under this approximation the wavelet transform 

becomes; 

ar(b)A(b),b)  (6))  X 

exp (V$(a^(b),fl^(b),b)(^'))^^/~^V$(a,(b)A{b),b)(6)^ , (4.28) 

where M is the matrix 

= 2^ ' H®ss($)(a^(b),ar{b),b)(^)i (4.29) 
CJL 

and Hess denotes the Hessian matrix of second derivatives with respect to x. The 

modulus of the wavelet transform is given by 

(2 (^^('»r(b).0r(b),b)(6))^Re(M"^)V$(a,(b),fl,(b),b)(6)^ . (4.30) 

As in the one dimensional case, M is completely determined by the location of the 

ridge, and once M is known, it is possible to reconstruct the wave vector and the 

amplitude fields. 
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Again, motivated by the results in one dimension, it is useful to compute the 

derivative of the phase of the wavelet transform on the ridge, which is given by 

Vb^(qr(b),0r(b),b) s; Vb^'(ar(b),flr(b),b)W + 
1 1 

2|q,(b)|4 + fc§(V^.ci.(b))-

where, 

koMWV\r{h), (4.31) 

~ (cos(0r(b)),sin(0r(b))). (4.32) 
Qr (bj 

This gives a partial differential equation for the ridge. Again ignore the small contri

bution of the second term to get the algebraic equation 

Vbf (qr(b),0r(b),b) ̂  q,(b)A:o. (4.33) 

Once the ridge is located eq. (4.30) may be used to determine the amplitude of 

the signal. Because the partial differential equations which arise in two dimensions 

are more complex than the ordinary differential equations which arise in the one 

dimensional analysis (see Appendix A), analogous corrections are not considered here, 

but are perhaps worth considering later. 

4.4 Algorithm Implementation 

To compute the four parameter wavelet transform of a two dimensional signal with 

adequate resolution in all four directions is computationally challenging. Recall that 

the wavelet transform on constant a and 9 surfaces is simply a convolution of the signal 

with the dilated wavelet. Thus it is possible to use fast Fourier transform techniques 

to more quickly compute the wavelet transform, but the task is still computationally 

intensive. 
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However, since one only needs to know the wavelet transform in the neighborhood 

of the ridge, the computations can be restricted to a thin two dimensional subset of 

the parameter space. In order to get an initial approximation to the ridge, evaluate 

the wavelet transform on a coarse lattice in a and 6, and look for its maximum. 

This ensures that the iteration will converge to the ridge component which is most 

resonant with the wavelet, which corresponds to the dominant mode of interest. This 

is important near grain boundaries, where the wavelet algorithm produces a multi

valued ridge even for a single mode signal. 

The algorithm proposed here for the calculation of pattern wave vectors using the 

Morlet wavelet transform is as follows: 

1. Fourier transform the signal to be analyzed. 

2. Use the Fourier transform of the signal to estimate minimum and maximum 

values of the range of a for which the wavelet transform will be computed. 

3. Multiply the transformed signal by the Fourier transform of the translated and 

rotated wavelet on a lattice in a and 0 space and invert the Fourier transform. 

4. For each value of b find the absolute maximum of the wavelet transform in a 

and 9. 

The above algorithm will give the location of the ridge to leading order in e, with 

further errors due to the coarseness of the lattice spacing. Refine this guess as follows: 

5. For a given value of b compute spectrally the derivative of the phase of the 

wavelet transform with respect to b evaluated at the initial guess for a and 9. 

6. This guess allows the computation of new values for a and 9 using eq. (4.33). 

7. The wavelet transform and ^ are now computed at this new point (b,ai,0i) 

by directly inverting the corresponding Fourier integrals over a region where the 
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dilated, rotated wavelet has support in Fourier space. These new values are fed 

back into step 6 and the procedure is repeated until it converges or a maximum 

fixed number of iterations is achieved. 

This algorithm has been implemented numerically on scientific workstations using 

standard fast Fourier transform techniques [43], [40]. 

Although this procedure is not guaranteed to converge everywhere, it will converge 

as long as the asymptotic approximations made are valid. In the patterns tested it 

only failed to converge at less than 1% of the points tested, and furthermore, the 

points where the algorithm diverged were invariably at the cores of defects, or on 

grain boundaries, where it is not formally valid. This algorithm will produce a single-

valued ridge, corresponding to the ridge component on which the signal amplitude is 

largest. To compute several ridge components (as seen in the examples of Sec. 4.5.1) 

requires that one search for all the relative maxima in step 4, rather than absolute 

maxima. 

In the one dimensional case where one wishes to use the refined algorithm (see 

appendix A), more derivatives of the wavelet transform are needed. These may be 

computed most easily using spectral methods in B since the Fourier transform of the 

wavelet transform of the signal is readily available [43]. 

4.5 Testing and Examples 

4.5.1 One-dimensional signals 

It is instructive to investigate the one dimensional case with a signal composed of 

several closely spaced spectral lines. Consider the simplest case of this type, a signal 

of the form s{x) = cos(u;ix) + ecos(c4;2x), where ui rs UJ2. (Note that this e is not 

the aspect ratio). The linearity of the wavelet transform allows one to compute the 

transform exactly in this case. The ridge turns out to be the set of points (cr, b) 

which satisfy 
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UJIE° + ° + E{UI + UJ^) COS ((OJI — U;2)6) _ FCO 
+ e^e"" + 2e cos ((a;i — uj2)b) Or 

(4.34) 

where 

Oi — ~  ̂ 2) (('*^1 + ̂ ^2)0^ ~ SOrfco) . (4.35) 

It is important to note that despite the fact that the wavelet transform may be 

computed exactly for this signal, the ridge expressed in eq. (4.34) is not exact, since 

it is computed using eq. (4.22), which is an approximation. 

When c = 1, eq. (4.34) has the solution ^ 

For a general e, the signal can be rewritten in the form of eq. (4.1) with a single 

Fourier mode as 5(x) = >ls(a:) cos (t>s{x) with 

Fig. 4.4(a) displays the signal s(x). Figure 4.4(b) displays both the exact wave-

number of the signal as computed from d4>s/dx as well as the solution of the ridge 

obtained from solving eq. (4.22) (which is identical in this case to eq. (4.34)) for 

e = 0.9, ui = 50, UJ2 = 51 and A:o = 3. Figs. 4.5(a), (b), (c) plots the ridges obtained 

with ka = 2, 30 and 100. When ko = 2 the wavelet is too broad in Fourier space, 

one is no longer justified in ignoring the contribution from the n = — 1, component 

of eq. (4.11) when looking at the n = 1 component of the ridge. Thus the com

puted amplitude and wavenumber are not slowly varying functions, reminiscent of 

the difficulties encountered with the Hilbert transform. For fco = 30, the ridge is 

clearly not valid in the vicinity of the amplitude minimum while it is still close to the 

exact solution in regions where the signal is asymptotic (notice the change of scale 

on the graphs). In this plot there is a bubble (a region of multi-valuedness) near the 

X + arctan( 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 
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amplitude minimum of the signal. The width of this bubble increases as ko increases, 

while its height decreases, (see Fig. 4.o(c) with ko = ICQ). This is understandable, 

since as ko increases, the wavelet transform becomes more localized in Fourier space, 

and begins to resolve the individual frequency components uii = 50, ajid a;2 = 51 

(fco/a is fixed since the one is interested in the wavelet transform on the ridge). The 

agreement would be better if the frequencies were more separated. 

Fig. 4.6(a) displays the relative difference between the amplitude A3 of the signal, 

determined from eq. 4.36, and the amplitude calculated at dominant order on the 

ridge for ko = 3, 6. Figure 4.6(b) shows the relative difference between the exact 

wavenumber and the computed wavenumber from both the wavelet algorithm with 

ko = 3 (solid line) and the Hilbert transform (dashed line) algorithm. Note that the 

last algorithm is very effective for such simple signals, since there is no difficulty in 

confusing multiple Fourier modes of the signal. Notice also that the relative ampli

tude error is about three times larger than the wavenumber error. Furthermore, the 

resolution of the amplitude near the defect also gets worse as ko increases, because of 

the increasing spatial width of the wavelet. 

The next example is a signal containing several modes as well as a modulation in 

wavenumber. The signal, shown in Fig. 4.7(a) reads: 

with € = .05. The ridge computed via the wavelet algorithm, as well as the exact 

ridge for the fundamental mode, are shown in Fig. 4.7(c). 

The agreement between the two ridges, away from the edges of the domain, is 

within a few percent. At the boundaries the aperiodicity of the signal introduces 

large errors, but the choice of ATQ =3 is sufficiently small for the extent of these 

inaccurate regions to be quite small. Fig. 4.7(d) shows the result of applying the 

Hilbert transform algorithm to this signal, demonstrating that this technique is not 

0.8x + 0.2 tanh(x) 
(4.38) 
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FIGURE 4.4. (a) Signal cos(50x) + .9cos(51a:), (b) The ridge for the above signal 
computed with the wavelet algorithm for = 3 (solid line) compared with the exact 
ridge (dotted line) 
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FIGURE 4.5. Ridges for signal cos(50a:) + .9cos(olx); (a) shows the ridge for fco = 2. 
Notice the unrealistic high frequency oscillations on the ridge which stem from the 
fact that the wavelet has too broad a support in Fourier space, (b) shows the ridge 
with ko = 30, and (c) the ridge with ka = 100 
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FIGURE 4.6. (a) The relative error in the amplitude of the signal computed with the 
wavelet algorithm for ko = 6 (solid line) and ko = 3 (dotted line), (b) Relative error 
in wavenumber for the wavelet algorithm for AIQ = 3 (solid line) and as computed via. 
Hilbert transforms (dotted line). Both plots refer to the signal cos(50x) + .9cos(51x). 
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FIGURE 4.7. Signal containing several harmonics, (a) represents the signal of eq. 
4.38 with e = .05 (b) Fourier transform of the signal (solid line), superimposed with 
the Fourier transform of the wavelet (dotted line) with fco = 3i and a = 1/6. (c) is 
the ridge computed with wavelets (dots), superimposed with the exact ridge (solid). 
Notice that the wavelet transform also extracts information correspond to the third 
harmonic of the signal (the "fuzz" at the top of the graph) , but that the value of 
ATO is too small to properly resolve this information, (d) is the ridge via the Hilbert 
transform. 

JU 
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valid for this class of signal. The presence of the higher modes contaminates the 

computation of the wavenumber. 

The third example is a highly nonlinear signal generated from the numerical solu

tion of a reaction-diffusion model, the coupled system of Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations 

with oo = —0.1, ai  = 0.9, e  =  0.12, 5 = 60 and a choice of spatial units leading, 

for the resulting pattern, to a wavenumber k = 0.05. The one-dimensional stationary 

pattern which is obtained with these parameters is in the Turing regime, very far from 

onset [56]. The signal is shown in Fig. 4.8(a) and the ridge of the wavelet transform 

for ko = 3 together with its amplitude in Fig. 4.8(b). The main component of 

the signal has a wavenumber which oscillates around k = 20. Eight structures are 

visible on this signal (spikes of a smaller amplitude near the maxima of the main 

oscillations) which are also visible in the ridge. These correspond to the eight circular 

curves about k = 10. The two ridges at A: = 4 and 8 correspond to the periodicity in 

the appearance of these structures. Fig. 4.9(b) shows the ridge obtained with ko = 6. 

The noticeable feature is the appearance of separated ridges for the higher harmonics 

of the signal around wave numbers of 40 and 60. The ridges below fc = 20 correspond 

to a very small value of the amplitude of the wavelet transform, \T\, which introduces 

large numerical errors in the computation of the phase of the wavelet transform. 

Note that the modulation on the main k = 20 ridge has disappeared because with 

higher ATQ, the higher signal harmonics are separated. Fig. 4.9(a) shows the frequency 

modulation obtained from the Hilbert transform algorithm, outlined in Section 4.2.1. 

It is clear that this method fails when the signsil is very nonUnear. In this case, 

in particular, the failure stems from the fact that the highly nonlinear signal has 

significant contributions from high Fourier modes. 

Ut =  u — — V +  Uxx 

Vt  =  e{u -  aiv  — ao)  +  5vxx 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 
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FIGURE 4.8. Fitzhugh-Nagumo, signal (a) and ridge (b). The image to the right of 
the ridge plot is the modulus of the wavelet transform with the same vertical scale. 
In the image, bright points represent large values of the transform. Notice again the 
wavelet is able to pull out information about sub and higher harmonics, but that ko 
is too small to properly resolve the high harmonic information. 
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FIGURE 4.9. Fitzhugh-Nagumo example, (a) represents the ridge computed via the 
Hilbert transform, while (b) shows the ridge via wavelets with ATQ = 6. The image to 
the right is the modulus of the wavelet transform. Again, high harmonic information 
is shown, but is improperly resolved due to the size of AJQ. 
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4-5.2 Two Dimensional Signals 

Look now at the performance of the wavelet algorithm on two dimensional signals. 

Consider first the knee pattern, which simulates a PGB, and is generated by setting: 

'w{x, y) — cos (a In (cosh(a:) exp(y))). (4.41) 

The argument of the cosine in eq. (4.41) is an exact solution of the phase diffusion 

equation (1.8) for patterns [45], and describes a phase grain boundary (PGB) of 45° 

(the angle between the asymptotic wave vector and the bisector of the knee). The 

parameter a determines the curvature of the knee. This signal is displayed in Fig. 

4.10(a) for a = 10. The above signal has constant amplitude, and a wave vector field 

given by 

k(x, y) = o:(tanh(x), 1). (4-42) 

The comparison between the x component of the exact wave vector and the wave 

vector computed using the wavelet algorithm on a horizontal line through the center 

of the image is shown in Fig. 4.10(b). Although this comparison is one dimensional, 

it is important to emphasize that the computation of the wave vector was performed 

using the full 2-d algorithm. The first point to note is that large errors are generated 

by the boundaries of the image, since this is not a periodic signal and, as in the one 

dimensional algorithm, the signal is periodically extended to compute the wavelet 

transform at the boundaries. The size of this region of inaccuracy at the boundary of 

aperiodic signals scales with the width, in real space, of the wavelet, and hence with ko 

(again ko/a is fixed since one is only interested in the wavelet transform on the ridge). 

Notice also that the error in the wave vector is maximal in regions where the second 

derivative of the hyperbolic tangent is maximal. This suggests that the computation 

could be improved by using corrections analogous to those found in Appendix A. 
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FIGURE 4.10. Knee bend pattern (a) shows the graphs of 
w=cos(10 log(cosh(x) exp(y))) . (b) The exact value of the x component of 
wave vector on a horizontal slice through the image (solid line) and the same 
quantity computed with the wavelet algorithm (dotted line). 
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The pattern in fig. 4.11(a) was generated by numerically solving the complex 

Swift-Hohenberg equation 

Wt +  { l  +  A fW^RW+\W\ ' ^W =  0  (4.43) 

with R = 0.5. The field W is complex, so that one can easily compute the wave vector 

of the pattern by simply differentiating the phase of the field. A comparison with the 

results of the wavelet algorithm, as displayed in Fig. 4.11(c) is, however, not directly 

possible. The wavenumber extracted with the wavelet transform is derived from only 

the fundamental mode of the signal, because the wavelet transform naturally filters 

out the higher modes. The direct calculation, on the other hand, gives a contribution 

from all modes. Thus, the presence of higher signal harmonics in the signal conspires 

to shift the direct computation of the wave vector to the right, compared to the wavelet 

result. Since this chapter is concerned with the wave vector modulation of individual 

modes, however, the wavelet computation is in fact more relevant than the direct 

computation. This discrepancy is visible on Fig. 4.11(b) displaying the superposition 

of three normalized (the area under the curve is always one) wavenumber histograms. 

The histogram of this "direct" measure of k is shifted to higher values compared to the 

one obtained with the wavelet algorithm. It is also striking to notice the discrepancy 

with the structure function 5(k) = obtained with the Fourier transform 

IV  of the signal. This commonly used measure of the width of the wavenumber 

distribution is consistently observed to be broader and more symmetric than the 

histograms obtained with the wavelet algorithm. This is because of the inherently 

global nature of the Fourier transform. 

Turn now to an analysis of two canonical pattern defects, the convex and concave 

disclinations, displayed in Figs. 4.12(a) and 4.13(a) respectively. These patterns 

are obtained by taking the cosine of the phase numerically calculated from the phase 

diffusion equation (1.8), on the double cover of the plane, which allows for the presence 

of director field singularities. The Jacobian in the neighborhood of the core of the 
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FIGURE 4.11. Pattern created by numerically solving the complex Swift-Hohenberg 
equation, (a) depicts the pattern, (b) shows a histogram of wave vector lengths 
obtained using the wavelet algorithm (solid line), the structure function averaged 
over angle (dotted line), and from direct computation on the complex signal (dashed 
line), (c) shows the wave vector field itself. 
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FIGURE 4.12. (a) Convex disclination as computed from the regularized phase dif
fusion equation on the double cover, (b) the Jacobian (denoted j in the figure) vs. 
radial distance from the defect, on two radial lines, a = tt (solid line), and a = 7r/4 
(dot-dashed line). The Jacobian here is computed directly from the phase surface, 
(c) Jacobian vs. polar angle a at various distances from the defect core. 
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FIGURE 4.13. (a) Concave disclination as computed from the regularized phase 
diffusion equation on the double cover, (b) the Jacobian (denoted j in the figure) vs. 
polar angle (Q) at various distances from the defect core. Again, here the curvature is 
computed directly from the phase surface, (c) Mean value of the Jacobian (averaged 
over angle) vs. distance from defect core 
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FIGURE 4.14. (a) Convex disclination as computed from the regularized phase diffu
sion equation on the double cover, (b) the wave vector field (c) Jacobian as computed 
via wavelet transform (Bright areas are large positive, dark areas represent large, 
negative J). Compare to Fig. 4.12. 
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FIGURE 4.15. (a) Concave disclination as computed from the regularized phase 
diflusion equation on the double cover, (b) the wave vector field (c) Jacobian as 
computed via wavelet transform. (Bright areas are large positive, dark areas represent 
large, negative J). Compare to Fig. 4.13. 
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convex disclination, as calculated directly from the phase (J = OnOyy — O"^) [17] is 

shown in Fig. 4.12(b) (plotted vs. radius for two radial lines), and Fig. 4.12(c) 

(plotted vs. angle (a) for various radial distances from the core). The Jacobian for 

the concave disclination is plotted in Fig. 4.13(b) (plotted vs. angle (a) for various 

radial distances from the core). Its Jacobian averaged over angle is displayed as a 

function of radius in Fig. 4.13(c). Figures 4.14(c), 4.15(c) respectively display images 

of the Jacobian of these canonical defects computed with the wavelet algorithm. The 

Jacobian is computed in this case by using second order accurate, finite difference 

approximations to the partial derivatives of the x and y components of the wavevector 

field computed by the wavelet algorithm. Difficulties in the director field nature of 

k are handled by identifying k with a local vector field near the point where the 

derivatives are being computed. This can be done everywhere except at the very core 

of defects. 

The Jacobian obtained directly from the phase is mostly positive in the core 

of the convex disclination, with weakest decay along the direction of the circular 

contours. The Jacobian is negative, but with smaller magnitude in the direction of 

the straight rolls. The wavelet algorithm captures the location and decay rates of the 

Jacobian well, but overestimates the negative part. For the concave disclination, the 

Jacobian is negative in the neighborhood of the core center and has different rates of 

(exponential) decay along different rays. It decays most slowly along the phase grain 

boundaries that emanate from its core. There is good agreement between the value 

of the Jacobian computed via the wavelet algorithm, and the value computed directly 

from the phase. However the wavelet algorithm introduces what seem to be spurious 

positive values of J in small regions in the core along the PGBs which do not align 

with the rectangular grid used. The discrepancies between the wavelet algorithm and 

the direct computation are to be expected near the core of defects, as the asymptotic 

assumptions break down there. Nevertheless, there is good qualitative agreement 

between the two computations even in the core. 
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4.6 Analysis of Two-dimensional Convection Patterns 

This section discusses the results of the application of the wavelet algorithm on six 

sets of data coming from numerical and experimental simulations of Rayleigh-Benard 

convection. In the first three patterns, the Prandtl number is high, and thus they 

are dominated for the most part by phase dynamics. In the last three, the Prandtl 

number is lower, and consequently the horizontal mean flow plays a significant role. 

The first pattern (Fig. 1-10), is obtained from numerical simulations of a Swift-

Hohenberg type equation [57] of the form 

Tq~ + (V^ + l)iy — Rw + {uf^ + = 0. (4.44) 
at  

This equation is solved in a periodic box with a pseudo-spectral method, starting 

from random initial conditions. Fig. 1.10(b) records the almost stationary pattern 

computed from eq. (4.44) with R = .5 after several horizontal diffusion times. In 

Fig. 1.10(a), the regions of high wavenumber {k > fcs) are marked in white. Also 

depicted are the histogram of wave numbers (Fig. 1.10(c)) and the correlation C(r) = 

(k(x) •k(x + r))/ (A:^) (Fig. 1.10(d)) plotted as functions of |r| for several cross-

sections through the pattern. Fig. 1.10(e) plots the Jacobian J and Fig. 1.10(f) 

shows 11,1 = |V X k|. The sign of L is meaningless (see Section 4.1). 

The second set of data in this triplet (Figs. 4.16-4.17) is obtained from numerical 

simulation of the Swift-Hohenberg equation, 

+ (1 + V^) iu  — Riu  +  w^  =  0 .  (4.45) 

The histograms and wave vector correlations of the patterns C(r) in Figs. 4.16-

4.17 are shown in Fig. 4.18, while correlation lengths are plotted in Fig. 4.19. 

The third set of data comes from the experiments of Assenheimer and Steinberg 

[63], [64], [65]. Fig. 4.20 plots the pattern, the wave vector field, histogram of the 
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FIGURE 4.16. Patterns created by numerically solving the Swift-Hohenberg equation, 
(a) depicts the pattern with stress parameter R=.2 and (c) R=.4. Furthermore, (b) 
depicts the Jacobian for (a), and (d) the Jacobian for (c). 

t 
JL 



FIGURE 4.17. Patterns created by numerically solving the Swift-Hohenberg equation, 
(a) depicts the pattern with stress parameter R=.6 and (c) R=.97. Furthermore, (b) 
depicts the Jacobian for (a), and (d) the Jacobian for (c). 
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FIGURE 4.18. Wave number histograms ((a), (c), (e), and (g)) and correlations ((b), 
(d), (f), and (i)) of the wave vectors of the patterns shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 
(stress parameters R= .2, .4, .6, and .97). 
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FIGURE 4.19. Correlation lengths Ai (derived from the structure function) , and A2 
(determined from the wavelet algorithm) as a function of R for patterns shows in Fig. 
15-16. The solid line depicts Ai, while the dotted line depicts A2. 

wave numbers obtained from the wavelet algorithm (solid line), the structure function 

averaged over angle (dotted line), and the correlation C(r) for an almost stationary 

pattern with large Prandtl number, P > 100. 

In these three sets of patterns, the amplitude is slaved to the wave vector almost 

everywhere, except on the amplitude grain boundaries, and at the core of some point 

defects. The patterns are labyrinthic [47], with patches of almost straight rolls joined 

along phase grain boundaries. The dominant point singularities are convex and con

cave disclinations, on which the wavelet algorithm has been shown to perform quite 

well. 

The wavelet analysis of these patterns allows one to analyze precisely the distribu

tion of wave vectors in the pattern. The histograms of the wave numbers show that the 

dominant wave numbers lie in a narrow region to the left of Ar = ke- This region lies 
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FIGURE 4.20. Pattern from experiments of Assenheimer and Steinberg: (a) depicts a 
Rayleigh-Benard convection pattern with large Prandtl number (P i 100); (b) shows 
the corresponding vector field; (c) plots the histogram; and (d) the correlation C(r) 
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well within both ksi, the left Eckhaus boundary and « he cos(sin~^ 2/3) 3/4kB, 

which corresponds to the maximiun amount of roil bending that can take place at an 

unconstrained PGB before it nucleates a VX pair and becomes what we have called a 

handle  [47] .  Al l  wave  numbers ,  however ,  l i e  outs ide  the  Busse  ba l loon  {ke  <  k  <  k^ ,  

where ke is the right Eckhaus boundary), in a region where the phase diffusion equa

tion is hyperbolic (and furthermore isomorphic to the equations for one dimensional 

compressible gas flow [45]) and where one expects shocks (PGB's). Notice that this 

conclusion can not be drawna from the Fourier histograms, and remark again that the 

wave number histograms obtained from wavelet analysis are consistently narrower 

than those computed with Fourier methods. 

The wavevector correlation in these patterns decays to a value of roughly 0.65. 

This is to be expected since the computation of C(r) involves averaging the modulus 

of the cosine of the angle between wave vectors at different locations. When the 

direction is completely decorrelated, the correlation averages to | « 0.65 over large 

distances. Since the patterns are finite in extent, the distance that can be used for 

the correlation function is limited, and this explains the deviations in the asymptotes 

of the graphs from their theoretical limit of 0.65. 

Plotted in Fig. 4.19 is the correlation length of the pattern derived from the 

real Swift-Hohenberg equation as a function of Rayleigh number. This correlation 

length measures the typical diameter of the patches surrounded by grain boundaries, 

or the average distance between point defects connected by PGBs. This quantity is 

computed in two ways. First, the second moment of the structure function is used to 

define a correlation length (like in [67]) as: 

where A = J A:5(k)dk. Second, the correlation function C(r) is computed from the 

wave vector field arising from the wavelet algorithm to define another correlation 

(^j(A: - ̂)2S(k)rfkj (4.46) 
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length A2 = —{dC /dT)~^ at r = 0 averaged over three radial cross sections. Observe 

that these correlation lengths decrease with increasing Rayleigh number. Moreover Ai 

is smaller than A2. This is consistent with the previous observation that the structure 

function is broader than the histogram of wave vectors. 

In all three of these patterns, the Jacobian is clearly localized at points. At convex 

disclinations, it is large and positive (denoted by white in Figs. 1.10(e), 4.16(b),(d), 

and 4.17(b),(d)), and largest in the directions associated with the semicircular (Ro

man arch) phase contours consistent with the behavior calculated from the phase 

diffusion equation [17] and shown in Figs. 4.12(b),(c) and 4.14(c). At concave discli

nations, J is negative in the neighborhood of the defect core and has the largest 

magnitude along the PGBs. However, note that at the very center of concave discli

nations in actual patterns, J is large positive. This may stem from errors in the 

wavelet algorithm in the vicinity of the defect core, or may indeed be a feature of the 

pattern. Numerical simulations of the regularised phase diffusion equation [17] (see 

3.3.2), have shown that a slightly "imperfect" concave disclination has a very small 

triangular core, as shown in Fig. 4.21. Thus, a single concave disclination can be 

regarded as a target core surrounded by three concave disclinations. The total far 

field twist is of course the same. Nevertheless, it would appear that either due to a 

real manifestation of an imperfection or due to a lack of precision in the wave vector 

data, a truly positive and large J region can be seen at the center of all concave discli

nations. This feature should be a great value in establishing a defect recognition and 

counting algorithm. Furthermore, J decays most slowly in the directions of PGBs. 

This can be clearly seen in the form of the black triangles in the plots of J which 

occur near all concave disclinations (see Figs. 4.16(b)(d), 4-17(b)(d), 1.10(e), 4.15(c), 

etc.) 

The wave vector curl, \L \ ,  clearly identifies amplitude grain boundaries and, if 

present, isolated dislocations. The quantity \L\ is computed in a similar manner as J, 

namely, the pattern director field is identified with a local vector field near the point 
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FIGURE 4.21. "Imperfect" concave disclination showing a target-like island in the 
center. 
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of interest, and the curl of this vector field is computed using second order accurate 

f in i te  d i f fe rence  techniques .  Al though  the  a lgor i thm used  for  the  computa t ion  of  L 

is somewhat crude, producing non-zero values of L across most of the pattern, the 

values of L at genuine defects and AGBs are much larger than this background noise 

level. The reason that dislocations have nonzero \L\ values at their cores is that they 

have a finite circulation. 

The second triplet of data is obtained both from a numerical simulation of the 

modified Swift-Hohenberg equation with added mean flow component [57] and from 

the  exper iments  of  Assenhe imer  and  S te inberg  a t  a  va lue  of  the  Prandt l  number  P 

where a moderate amount of mean flow is present. The system is no longer a gradient 

flow, and can not be described with the single phase diffusion equation. 

The pattern shown in Fig. 4.22(a) results from the numerical simulation of 

dxv 
+  (V^ + l )ii; — Rw + {w^  + \Vwf )w + (Vu; x -2  =  0  

at 

(4.47) 

(^ - + i/)V2'f = -yViV^w) X Vw (4.48) 
at 

with T Q  = 1,  R  =  0.5, P = 2, 7 = 1, z/ = 0. Figs. 4.23 and 4.24 show the analysis 

of two different patterns from the experiments of Assenheimer and Steinberg. In Fig. 

4.24, P = 25, while in Fig. 4.23, P = 15, both with ebox = 10-0 ± 0.4. The mean 

flow is represented by its vorticity = (V x u) • i = —white connoting large 

positive (counterclockwise) and black connoting large negative (clockwise). 

The patterns now contain targets and spirals. It has been shown in the literature 

[68] that the spiral turbulent regime occurs in the presence of mean flow. The effect 

of the mean flow is indeed to advect phase contours so as to remove phase grain 

boundaries. This is because a vorticity dipole is set up at comers from which PGBs 

emanate. Therefore any region with corners will become round. The physical picture 

in mind is that of a sharp, jet-like flow along the bisector angle of each corner. 
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FIGURE 4.22. Results for a pattern generated by numerically integrating Eqs. 6.4-
6.5. (a) depicts the pattern (b) depicts the histogram computed with wavelets (solid 
line), and the azimuthally averaged structure function (dotted line), (c) again displays 
the figure, with regions where k > kp^ak (as measured by the peak of the histogram) 
marked in white (d) as in (c), except k > I.15kpeak- (e) and (f) both depict the 
pattern vorticity, where (e) is computed directly from the field and (f) is computed 
via the wavelet transform, as described in the text. In both (e) and (f) light colored 
regions denote counterclockwise rotation while dark regions denote clockwise flow. 
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FIGURE 4.23. Experimental pattern from Assenheimer and Steinberg with moderate 
Prandtl number {P s; 15). (a) depicts the pattern, with regions of high k marked 
(fc > l.lfcpeak) (b) depicts the pattern again, this time with regions of low wavenumber 
{k < Arpeak), (c) plots the histogram and (d) vorticity. The brightness scale of the 
vorticity plot is twice that of the scale in the next image. 
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FIGURE 4.24. Experimental pattern of Assenheimer and Steinberg with moderate 
Prandtl number (P ~ 25). (a) depicts tlie pattern, while in (b) the regions of high 
wavenumber (fc > Arpeak) marked in white, (c) shows the wave number histogram, 
and (d) shows the vorticity. The brightness scale for this image is half that of the 
previous vorticity plot. 
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Conservation of mass reqxiires this flow to return to the outskirts of the region. In 

the process, it carries the phase contours outwards along directions perpendicular to 

the comer bisectors. 

Another observation which can be made about such patterns is that if there are 

two nearby target or spiral patterns, the phase contours between the two will be

come compressed. As a result, the histograms for the wave numbers at finite Prandtl 

number are broader and contain wave numbers across the zig-zag unstable region to 

the left of the Busse balloon as well as across the stable balloon itself. This is very 

different from the high Prandtl number case where, due to the presence of PGBs the 

wavenumber histogram lies entirely in the unstable region. The right hand boundary 

of the histogram for finite Prandtl number is very close to the skew-varicose insta

bility boundary at which dislocation pairs are nucleated (see Figs. 4.22(b), 4.23(c) 

and 4.24(b)). Notice in particular that the histogram of the wave numbers of the 

relatively isolated target in Fig. 4.24(c) is somewhat narrower than the histogram 

corresponding to the "squared" target in Fig. 4.23(b), which itself is narrower than 

that corresponding to the pattern in Fig. 4.22(b). This can be attributed to the 

fact that the role of the mean flow seems to increase between these patterns. Fig. 

4.24 displays what appears to be an almost perfectly circular target for which the 

mean flow is weak and whose dynamics is very slow, although the bimodal character 

of the wave number histogram in Fig 4.25(c), and Fig. 4.24(b), shows that the tar

get is not perfectly round, but is in fact compressed and dilated somewhat. In Fig. 

4.23, the targets are even more square, and consequently the associated mean flow 

is more important, trying to round the sharp corners. Finally, the pattern of Fig. 

4.22(a) corresponds to numerical simulations with free slip top and bottom boundary 

conditions (f = 0 in eq. (4.48)), where the dynamics is vary rapid. The mean flow 

serves to advect the phase contours, and consequently the wave number histograms 

are broader, and the dynamics more complex. 

Thus well separated, circular targets, in addition to minimizing mean flow, also 
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FIGURE 4.25. Wave number histograms for subsets of the pattern shown in (a). 
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produce sharper wavenumber histograms. This can be seen in Fig. 4.25, which plots 

the wavenumber histograms computed via the wavelet algorithm for several subsec

tions of the pattern in Fig. 4.24. When the histogram is computed for the region only 

within a few roll wavelengths of the target core (Fig. 4.25(c)), it becomes noticeably 

sharper than when computed for the entire pattern (Fig. 4.25(a)), (although not as 

sharp as the histogram computed on a section of the pattern containing straight rolls 

(Fig. 4.25(d))). This is consistent with theoretical results on target solutions to the 

Cross-Newell equation (3.2). 

The above remarks about targets and spirals suggests that such structures have a 

double role to play in reducing dissipation in the system. If the targets become well 

separated and round (such as in Fig. 4.24), the mean flow weakens because the wave 

vector k and the gradient of its divergence V(V • k) are parallel. In addition, there is 

a narrowing of the wavenumber histogram of such rounded targets so that the wave 

number is closer to ATBI which would minimize the free energy if the mean flow were 

absent. Thus it is reasonable to speculate that, on average, a global measure of the 

strength of the mean flow will decrease with time. Because the pattern evolution 

is not a gradient flow in this parameter range, such a decrease does not have to be 

monotonic. Recent results from the numerical simulation of eq. (4.47)-(4.48) which 

exhibit a general decrease in the norm of the mean flow stream function in time 

seem to support this claim [62]. 

4.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has described an algorithm, based on the wavelet transform, for the 

computation of slowly varying order parameters of patterns. This algorithm has been 

applied to both one and two dimensional signals, and has been shown to accurately 

extract both the amplitude and the wave vector in each of these cases. The algorithm 

has been applied to numerical and experimental pattern data, and has allowed the 
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direct computation of important functionals of the order parameters, including the 

correlation length, Jacobian, and mean flow. 

The wavelet algorithm outlined here is formally invalid in the neighborhood of pat

tern defects. This apparent difficulty makes it possible to automatically locate likely 

candidates for defects from the pattern by inspecting the loci where the algorithm 

fails. At defects and grain boundaries the wave vector field exhibits a discontinuity. 

Therefore, near these locations the second cross derivatives of the phase field of the 

pattern need not be equal. This inequality can be exploited to locate defects. 

Another related way for defect location offers more promise for the classification 

of defects. The Jacobian of the map from x, the spatial coordinate, to k the wave 

vector of the pattern, has been shown to be an important quantity in the theoretical 

study of labyrinthine patterns [17]. The Jacobian has been shown to vanish in the 

aforementioned reference at points away from pattern defects, and to become large 

positive and negative at the core of such defects. Furthermore, the structure of the 

decay of the Jacobian away from the core of the defects has been determined for 

disclinations. This information should allow not only the location but some rudimen

tary form of classification of defects in patterns, and may be of interest not only to 

scientists studying patterns, but also to those classifying fingerprints. 

Both the classification and the counting of defects are important. The spatial 

complexity of the pattern can be measured by the density of disclinations, and it 

is clear from Fig. 4.16(b),(d), and Fig. 4.17(b),(d) that the Jacobian provides an 

excellent way to count them. Then, once defects are located, one can exploit their 

topological charge (see Sec. 1.4) to classify them. This classification requires the 

ability to compute the winding number of the vector field around the singularity 

(the twist). For composite defects, for which the wavenumber is locally defined, one 

has also the circulation fk-dx [45]. Fortunately both of these quantities may be 

computed from a knowledge of the wave vector/director field away from the core of 

the defect. This information is exactly that which is supplied by the wavelet algorithm 
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described in this paper. 
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Appendix A 

AN IMPROVED WAVELET ALGORITHM 

This appendix shows, in a one dimensional context, how wavenumber and amplitude 

determination can be improved. First of all, note that it is possible to keep the first 

order term of the Taylor expansion for the amplitude {N = 1) and still obtain a closed 

equation for the ridge. 

With N = 1 the phase of the wavelet transform reads 

i arctan + 

arctan 
(1 + 

' (A.l) 

and, on the ridge, 

^(n (R\  -  -A_ (^ _  e' 'ar{B)a 'XB)-2{a ' f r{B) \  
dB^""^ ^ eariB)[ 2 {1 + kleHa'^riB)) 

eaUBW(a ^ ^ s ^ ^ s ) {B)A ' , {B)  

—(a  (B\  B)  ^kpa '^ jB)  
^ a,(B)(l + 62A:2(a;)2(B)) 

ekoKiB)  

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

The term proportional to A!^{As can be eliminated by a suitable combination of ~ 
< J D  
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and . Thus, one obtain: dea 

2 

= ||(a,(B),B)+4(B)^K(B),B) 

ko  io f<(B)  
caAB)  2(1  +  ky(K)HB)y  

This equation can be used to improve the first guess ao(B) as obtained by solving: 

Writing Or = OQ + eci, at first order, gives 

||(a.(B), B)  « ||(<2O(B), B)  +  ea,(B)^^(a„(B), B) (A.6) 

and 

to to 
ar(5) ao(.S) ao(B)  

so that, after approximatinga'//(l+fcoe^(ar)^) by a", the correction Oi can be obtained 

as: 

i<:oa;(B) + ea;(B)g(ao(B), B) 
•"iW = L . (A.8) 

It is also possible to treat equation (A.4) as a differential equation for ar{B). This 

is necessary whenever the denominator in (A.8) vanishes. This leads to interesting 

considerations on the generic types of ridge bifurcations which will be addressed later. 

Finally, an amplitude correction can also be obtained if the amplitude As is ex

panded to second order. Indeed, the calculation of the amplitude of the wavelet 

transform on the ridge, leads to: 

A^(B) 4- A'liB) \ ' ̂ 

= |r,(a.(B), S)(1 + (B) ) ' ) (A.9) 
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The second term on the l.h.s. of this equation is much smaller than the first one. At 

dominant order A3 is therefore given by: 

(A.)o(B) = yJ^lT.iaAB), B)| (1 + (A.10) 

The correction is obtained by replacing (As)o(B) in the term containing A" thus 

leading to 

A.{B)  « y||7;(a,(B),B)| (1 +<V(B)(®('.,(B).B)(B))') 

|T,(o,(B),B)| 

2N-1/4 

1/4 
(A.ll) 

A test of these corrections has been performed on a signal consisting of the sum 

of two closely spaced frequency components, 

s(x) = cos(50x) + ecos(51x) (A.12) 

with e  = 0.9. This is the same signal as analyzed in Section 4.5.1. The results are 

shown in Fig. A.l . Fig. A.l(a) compares the relative error in signal wavenumber 

computed using both the basic wavelet algorithm, and the first correction. Fig. A. 1(b) 

compares the relative errors in amplitude in the same cases. It is clear that the higher 

order corrections serve here to enhance the accuracy of both the computed ridge and 

amplitude, especially at the edges. 
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FIGURE A.l. This figure shows the effect of the correction terms included in the 
appendix, (a) shows the relative error in wavenumber while (b) shows the error in 
amplitude for the signal cos(50x) + .9cos(51x), with (dotted line) and without (solid 
line) the correction terms for ATQ = 3. 
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Appendix B 

SEMICONDUCTOR LASER PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

This appendix contains a list of variables and constants used in chapter 2. Dimen

sions in the table below are expressed in terms of mass (M), length(L), time(T) and 

current (I). 

TABLE B.l. Variables 
Variable Name Dimensions 

T time T 
F electric field LM 

T^r  
Uc 
V  

P'k 

cavity frequency 
polarization density 

k resolved polarization 

J^-1  
TI 
u 

dimensionless 
Ujg frequency of emitted photon for transition r-i 

Uk 
at bandgap 

frequency of emitted photon for transition 
a t  e lec t ron  momentum k  

j'-i 

<k  

dipole matrix element 
K k ) = m  

probability of finding an electron 
wi th  momentum k  

ITL  

dimensionless 

K electron population density L-' 
AaJk pumping 
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TABLE B.2. Physical and Material Constants 
Constant Name Dimension Value Used 

c  speed of light (vacuum) LIT 3.00 X 10® m/s 

^0 permeability of free space 7-4/2 
L^M 8.8 X 10-^2(MKS) 

n index of refraction dimensionless 3.6 

lE electric field relaxation rate 6 X 
7P polarization relaxation rate j-i 1 X 101^5-^ 

TAR nonradiative recombination rate p-i 1 X lO^^S-^ 
h Planck's constant ML^ 

T 1.054 X 10-3^(MKS) 
/i(0) dipole matrix element ITL 4.8 X 10-29(MKS) 

TABLE B.3. Derived Constants 
Constant Dimension Value Used 

a 
a 

dimensionless 

dimensionless 

•» cr 
Tuclpwl 

IEHP  

b dimensionless Inr/ Ip 

dimensionless U t  - U g  

Tp 
iiJe 

1'P -
U;CM(0)2 

Q dimensionless 

U t  - U g  

Tp 
iiJe 

1'P -
U;CM(0)2 Q L-3 

U t  - U g  

Tp 
iiJe 

1'P -
U;CM(0)2 
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